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Rec Center budget victim of poor plans
By Jim Hart
Daily staff writer
Contract plans for the Student
Union Recreation and Events Center
are the "worst set of drawings released to the street," said Tom
Shields. project manager for Roebbelen Construction Co.
"We have been going nuts. It’s a
miracle (the Rec Center) has been
built," Shields said.
"Most of the contractors would
have shut (the project) down back in
April when the shit hit the fan. We
have been cooperating well with the
owners (CSU)," Shields said.
Students are facing a potential fee
increase as the financially troubled
Rec Center is 50 percent over budget
thus facing cost overruns of up to $8
million.
The Professional Management

Associates’ report. released Monday. pointed out that Roebbelen
Construction is claiming extensive
delays and millions of dollars in
extra costs.
As of Wednesday morning.
Shields said he had not read the report.
PMA has been on the site for
nearly two months, overseeing the
construction of the Rec Center.
According to the report, Roebbelen projects a completion date of August 1989. an 11 -month delay. The
report states that in the opinion of
PMA. "A good contractor could
complete the project by December
1988."
Based on PMA experience, a project of the sin of the Rec Center
should see manpower levels at double or triple the current rate, which

Student paper
fights takeover

would reduce the delay.
Shields said much of the delay
to do with the $1.7 million change,
ordered involving metal studs walls.
The report fails to clearly identify
who is responsible for this error.
The architectural firm, Hall.
Goodhue, Haisley and Barker. drew
up the plans which were approved by
the California State University
Board of Trustees before construction began.
The plans did not receive a "final
plan check" as is the custom of CSU
funded projects, said John Hillyard.
assistant vice chancellor of auxiliary
and business services.
"It is clouded in who is responsible," J. Handel Evans, SJSU’s executive vice president, said.
Shields has said that the reinforcement of the stud walls in his opinion

is unneccessary.
Apparently some of the interior
stud walls were reinforced for what
Shields understands as "wind-shear." Wind-shear is the load wind
puts on a large vertical surface: for
example, a wall. No wind occurs on
the inside of a building, so there is
no reason to reinforce for wind-shear
purposes.
"I warned (the CSU trustees) of
this." Shields said.
Ifhe stud walls are the original set
of change orders that led to PMA
being brought into the scene.
Roebbelen Construction had to
wait nearly a year to receive detailed
plans of the stud walls, the report
stated. Adequate plans were not proSee REPORT, back page

A.S. seeks legal counsel
By Mike I.ewis
Daily staff writer
Hiring a lawyer is usually reserved for serious legal situations.
The Associated Students Board
of Directors feels the Rec Center
cost overruns and the potential
student fee increase is a serious
legal situation.
So they hired a lawyer.
Robert Fulton. attorney for
Fulton Associates a San Jose based law firm, has been hired by
the A.S. to help try to stop the potential fee increase.

According to A S President
Michael McLennan. Fulton will
verve in only an advisory capacity. so far.
"Bob Fulton has been approached to help the A.S. make
an intellegent, clear course of action," McLennan said.
Action could include an injunction to halt any fee increase until
a later date. McLennan said.
"All other parties involved in
this issue have retained counseling, including the (California
State University Board of) Trust See LAWYER. back page

Grasping the basics

Editor alleges censorship
By Daiii Parkin
Daily staff writer
The press is being censored on the
California State University at Los
Angeles allege the editors and publisher of the school paper, University
Times.
Editor in chief Peggy Taormina
said. "There has been a gradual
takeover of the student paper ever
since President (James) Rosser arrived on campus. He felt we printed
too much negative news. He brought
in Dean Bobby Patton to stifle us.
"Now they are trying to reduce
our circulation from 8,000 to 1,000.
The department plans on charging 25
cents for each issue, and making us
subject to the censorship of the administration," Taormina said.
The Times’ staff agrees the circulation changes would reduce their
advertising base and make them
completely dependent upon the
school for funds.
The communication department
wants to redefine the paper as a laboratory experience. Taormina said.
Joan Zyda is the publisher of the
paper. She is considered both newspaper staff and part-time professor.
Changes proposed by the communications department would eliminate her job, she said.
"They’ve been meeting in all
these secret meetings and planning
the future of the paper," Zyda said.
"We were not invited. We were not
included. We were not even allowed."
Keith Henning, chairman of the

communication studies department.
said, "It was not a case of not allowing these
were faculty meetings.
It’s not usual that students or staff sit
in. Ms. Zyda is basically staff."
Zyda said the newspaper staff has
offended the administration.
"The students have been writing
articles criticizing Rosser, the Dean
and the journalism professors. Everyone along the way is trying to
suppress us. They are treating the
as
changes
minor curriculum
changes but it is merely a facade for
what they really want to do," Zyda
said.
Ruth Goldway. director of public
affairs for CSULA. said, "The intent is to provide the University
Times with more resources. These
proposed plans would incorporate a
more accountable budget.
"The paper will he a more integral part of the school it will he
even more meaningful. Those
charges don’t make any sense,"
Goldway said.
Yet. Taormina insists they are
being slowly censored. She said the
administration blames the paper for a
lawsuit the school is facing,
"We wrote a story about the (Oct.
1) earthquake (in which) one student
was killed. We did a litle bit of investigative work and found out her
death was caused by a slab that had
fallen. It was supposed to have been
See TIMES. page 6

John Vogt, SJSU’s defensive line coach, shows one of the Spartans
how to stand up to an opponent. The football team officially started

’La Bamba’ star greets ‘raza’
By Katarina Jonholt
Daily staff writer
More than 8(X) Chicano; Latino
high school students clapped and
cheered as actress and SJSU alumna
Rosanna De Soto approached the podium in the Student Union Ballroom
Tuesday and said, "Buenos dins. Yo
soy de San Jose."
The students had come from San
Jose, East San Jose, Gilroy, Watsonville and Morgan Hill for Raza Day,
an annual event designed to promote
higher education and cultural pride.
De Soto, most known for her role
as Ritchie Valens’ mother in the
movie "La Bamba," delivered the
keynote address. When the cheers
died down, she said, "I’m going to
tell you something: I’m happier to
see you than you are to see me."
"No way," the students yelled.
"Don’t argue with me," said the
popular actress.
De Soto said that when she was attending SJSU in the late ’60s, Chicanos weren’t a common sight on
campus.
"A music professor once singled
me out of a group and said. ’Where
are you from? Are you from India?
You look foreign,’ " De Soto said.
"I said. ’No sir. I’m from San Jose
and I’m a Mexican -American.’
"It occurred to me that this guy
should see more people like
me . . . that’s why I’m so happy to
see a room full of faces that look just
like mine," she said.
De Soto grew up with nine brothers and sisters. Her mother, who attended the speech and addressed the
students briefly in Spanish, worked
in a cannery and her father was a cement mason.

Sue Bowling Daily staff photographer
Roseanna De Soto, ’oho portrayed Ritchie Valens’ mother in "I.a
Bombs," spoke to a crond of about 800. De Soto is an SJSU alumna.
"My life is easier because my parents suffered," De Soto said. "We
owe it to our parents and to ourselves
lobe the best we can be."
Following the address. the students broke into groups to attend
workshops. each led by a professional and a student. Carmelita Gutierrez, MEChA treasurer and chair-,
woman
of
the
organization’s,
educational rights committee, said
they tried to have Chicano individuals leading the workshops and
"match it up with one male and one,

female."
Business/law, social work, aviation and engineering were among
the topics the students had to choose
from.
Several expressed an interest in
law. Yolandalimenez. a I6-year-old
sophomore from San Benito Joint
Union High School. said she came to
the conference to "check out the
university . . . and the guys."
Jimenez plans to go to college and
become an immigration lawyer, she
See De Sala, page 6

Campus
phone list
error-filled
By Joe S. Kappia
Daily staff writer
The recently -released campus phone directory will not be
reproduced this year despite the
existence of several errors in
the listing of phone numbers
for faculty members and their
departments.
Disclosing this in an interview Monday. Carl Vigil, director of campus telecommunications, said there is no money
to publish another directory
since they have already used
the amount allotted for this fiscal year. He said that it costs
$5,000 to produce 4,000 copies
of the directory. His department intends to publish a twoor three-page supplementary
list of corrections at a minimum
cost of $300.
Survey
A quick survey taken by this
paper has shown that there are
several errors that exist in the
new directory released about a
week ago. These errors vary
from the assignment of wrong
phone and room numbers of
some faculty members and departments to the awarding of
wrong titles to faculty members
and the listing of some offices
and departments under wrong
See LIST, hack page

Matthew E Durham -- Daily staff photographer
its Wring practice session Tuesday. The squad’s first scrimmage
takes place Friday at Spartan Stadium. Starting time is 3:30 p.m.

$2 allocations show
Greek participation
By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer
More than one -fifth of the students who voted in last week’s Associated Students election donated $2
of their student fees to a sorority or
fraternity in the A.S. revenue sharing section of the ballot.
Of the 2,146 students who cast a
ballot. 467 chose to give $2 to a
Greek organization rather than to
any other A.S.-recognized club or
group.
Terry McCarthy, vice president
and president-elect, called the revenue sharing figures "a good representation of who voted."
"I’d say it’s quite indicative."
McCarthy said.
Seven candidates for the Responsible Alliance, which won 18 of 20
A.S. seats in the election, are members of SJSU fraternities or sororities.
Paul Katawicz. REAL’s candidate
for director of personnel, is a member of Sigma Nu Fraternity, which
received 37 $2 allocations last week,
the third highest total of all groups.
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity received the most allocations from the
two-day election with 76. Tau
Kappa Epsilon was second with 47.
Revell Newton, a junior majoring
in international business and a member of ATO. said, "We’ve had a
couple of guys who are pretty into
A.S."
who was
Scott Santandrea.
elected as director of sponsored pro-

grains last week, and Bret Polvorosa, current director of student services, both belong to ATO.
His fraternity does not try to tell
its brothers how to vote. Newton
said.
"All we push for is that brothers
be active and vote," he said.
Newton said the Greek community has a good voter turnout because
"we are campus -related and have a
lot of people involved.**
The top five vote -receiving organizations were Greek. as were eight
of the top nine.
Katawicz battles Kim Scow for director of personnel in this week’s
run-off election, because neither was
able to win a majority of the vote last
week.
Katawicz campaigned heavily at
See GREEKS page 6

Editor’s Note
Readers,
This is the final issue of the
Spartan Daily before spring
break. Studies have found that
Friday’s paper is the least read
issue of the year. so the newspaper will not be produced.
On behalf of the entire Daily
staff, we wish you a fun -filled
spring break. Our next issue
will appear in the newsstands
April 3.
Karen M. Derenzi.
Editor in Chief
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Helmet laws
restrict rights
heedoin ut twice vias the hasp. u the birth
America. Now some state legislators want to dens
us that right. They want to force motorcycle riders
in California to wear helmets.
Freedom of choice is becoming a lost concept in
the eyes of some politicians. It is as if they have
tOrgotten their reason for being: to represent the
people.
Since the mandatory helmet law has been introduced public response has been overwhelminglx
opposed to it. But
most state senators
on the Transportaion
Committee have ignored the people.
A legislative assistant to State Senator Dan McCorquodale
admitted.’ Although
the bill does infringe
on the rights of the
people, there is a
Dani
strong economic arParkin
gument for it."
And it is this economic argument that has mistakenly seduced the
votes of our legislators. They believe the helmets
will reduce the financial burdens of the taxpayer
But there have been many studies done that refute
this argument.
Three helmet studies were printed in the Journal
of Trauma in 1975, 1976, and 1979. They site
speed. alcohol use and inexperience as the impor
tant factors in motorcycle accident injuries.
Even a study by The Western Journal of Medicine in favor of mandatory helmet laws concluded
"The death rate for those with and without helmets
was not significantly different."
Easy Rider magazine printed excerpts of Dr.
John Goldstein’s testimony on Nov. 9 before the
Senate Transportation Committee. He stated."... it
you take an egg and shake it very hard, the yolk ultimately breaks inside the egg. That’s what happens
to your brain. and I ultimately show that helmets
exacerbate the severity of closed head injuries at
past the critical impact speed of 10 miles per
hour."
This is not to say that there are not many highly
respected studies that conclude in favor of helmet
use. But, in the face of these studies can we really
be sure helmets are worth enforcing against the will
of the rider?
Thirty-one other states have repealed their mandatory helmet laws. They require only riders under
18 to wear helmets, or have no requirement at all.
Personally. I prefer riding my motorcycle without a helmet on warm days and with a helmet on
cooler ones. I always wear it at night. The white
color increases my chances of being seen by other
drivers.
I enjoy increased visibility without a helmet. I
know where the siren is coming from instead ot
wondering as I do when encased in the helmet.
I didn’t buy my motorcycle for just the trans
portation. I have a car. I bought it for the freedom.
The intense and euphoric feeling of riding is
shared by all motorcycle riders. It is born of a free
dom of spirit. It is the release from the constraints
of society. It is truly the American dream conceptualized.
It has always been the dream of our people to
live in freedom. Russia can force helmet use, but
America should remain a country where freedom of
choice is realized.
The legislation. AB -36 will go before the entire
state senate possibly next week. Use your vacation
time wisely and save California from frivolous and
confining laws: write your state senator.

Forum Policy

Beware of the library terrorists
informal meeting groups and other
The library serves as a know ledge
forms of relations that cluster stufactory where patrons go to shop for
dents together.
ideas. It is a citadel for learning that
The atmosphere? You know the
assists in the cross-fertilization of the
balance. . . or your guess is as good
teaching -learning process. In esas mine. The victim is the student
sence, it is the most sacred shrine on
who confines himself to the library
the academic altar.
for extensive studies. These vices
Given this role it plays on the
are
slowly but surely booting out the
school campus and in the commuchief patrons of the library. This sitnity. the library is usually under
uation is turning the library into an
heavy guard against the whims and
antithesis of a knowledge factory
caprices of intellectual bandits, book
where a high premium is placed on
Joe Kappia
termites and other pests who pilfer
silence and orderly behavior.
.iway instructional and reference
So while it is true that some peomaterials in a grand design.
The library is also insulated scratches and paintings in college ple can read between the lines and
against vociferous people who have books, all reminiscent of an art the noise at the same time, it is not a
birthday gift for others.
that incurable disease
diarrhea of workbook for kinderkids.
With all the security systems the
Our friends should be reminded
the mouth. It is neither a sty for pigs
nor a last-breaking ground for some library has on campus, materials are that a university is a place where stucontinually
walking
off
the
shelves
dents
shine with exuberance in their
Moslems. It is not even a waiting
lounge at San Jose international air- through the inglorious ingenuity of transition from adolescence into
some academic burglars who do not adulthood. In crossing this river, one
port.
go through the proper channels.
should be careful not to carry out
The library is simply not a place
It is disheartening to note this deeds that are shredded at the univertor rogues who unceremoniously when one cannot trace the footprints
sity gate. The search for knowledge
help themselves with hooks or lift of a prescribed reading material or
should be matched with good compages and chapters from texts. There the whereabouts of books placed on
portment in public places: for sucare established procedures for bor- reserve. The computer cannot tell.
cess is not far-fetched for a man with
rowing and returning books. Or are Want proof? Ask the professors who
sound education and good behavior.
there no rules even in hell?
give reading assignments.
If there is human rights abuse.
Another problem that is of grave
There is a message in Shakechild abuse, drug abuse and property nature, but has not attracted the at- speare’s line "The evil that men do
abuse in society. then there is hook tention of the library authorities, is lives after them" for our friends who
abuse on campus. A quick and indis- that of the constant noise blaring mistakenly fall out of step with licriminate thumbing through some from all corners on each floor. Don’t brary regulations. It is better for
literature in the library has shown the take my word for it. Just take a tour them to be interned with the good in
tollowing: missing pages. offensive of the library facilities. What would their bones rather than being surunderscoring, unnecessary notes. you see? Classmates, study groups, vived by the evil.

Letters to the Editor
Bravo to Katarina
Editor.
Bravo to Katarina Jonholt for her
March 23 column concerning Central America and the Reagan administration. If people cannot see the
logic in what she is saying, or lack
the intelligence to see "the big picture" she is presenting, then that is
their own loss. However. I refuse to
let my life he run (or ended) by the
propaganda of a few people who
think that they should interfere with
the lives of millions.
Mark Welton
Freshman
Political Science

Honduras move OK
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
rum you
our readers.
Your ideas. comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. We feel that
by listening to our readers we can better
serve the campus community. However.
personal attacks and letters in poor taste
will not be published, nor will anonymous
letters be accepted.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel. We will also corrent obvious style
and grammar errors. The Daily reserves
the right to limit the number of letters on a
given topic after a sufficient amount of
comment has appeared.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bente! Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.

artan Dail

use the waterways and Canal Zone.
The War Powers Act is unconstitutional because it restricts the president’s ability as commander in chief
to move troops. This infringes on the
separation of powers principle. The
act is counterproductive to the goals
of troop deployment because it
would specify to the enemy when
our troops have to be withdrawn.
In response to Congress cutting
off aid to the Contras. the Sandinistas launched an effort to eliminate
the Contras. Ortega does not want
democracy, as current "reforms"
were merely undertaken to influence
the Congressional Contra aid cutoff.
Aid to the Sandinistas from the Soviet Union and Eastern bloc countries is not in order to build a free,
democratic Nicaragua.
Parag V. Patel
Senior
Business Management

.Ehis is in response to the March
’3 article titled "Call Ron’s bluff in
Honduras" by Katarina Junin*. The
Contras are ingaged in an insurgent, Just lighten up!
hit-and-run warfare against the Editor.
Sandinistas. In order to come to
In response to Lenny Gutman’s
power in 1979. the Sandinistas em- letter regarding Nelson Cardadeiro’s
ployed extreme styles of guerilla column, I have one thing to say:
warfare. Why is it murderous when "Lighten up. Lenny Boy!"
right-wing Contras employ these tacGutman’s whining about running
tics and anti -Contra people are ready a solid sports page and writing a colto overlook these tactics for the left- umn at the same time irks me. Does
wing Sandinista revolution. The he not think that Cardadeiro has simContras are three times larger ilar responsibilities at the Daily?
(15.000) than when the Sandinistas
I would like to find whatever is
(5.000) came to power
jammed so far up Gutman’s anal
The "integrity" of the Nicara- tract that made him respond in such a
guan -Honduran border must be defensive manner. Predictions are
maintained and Honduras alone can- made for fun and there was no reanot adequately eliminate a signifi- son for Gutman to take offense to a
cant Nicaraguan invasion such as the little ribbing. And by the way, once
one clearly documented last week. you make a prediction, you are
Let’s put to rest the stupid notion under scrutiny just like Jimmy "The
that no invasion occurred. The Sand- Greek" Snyder and Pete Axthelm. It
inistas admitted last week they in- is obvious that Gutman is just a sore
vaded. Comparisons to Vietnam are loser. Gutman’s inability to handle
used as scare tactics. Clearly. Cen- criticism is not suited for his chosen
tral America is closer and a free, field.
democratic Nicaragua is in the
As for Cardadeiro. I believe his
United States’ hest interests. Much predictions were correct and enterof U.S. commerce and strategic taining. I wouldn’t worry about not
U.S. and NATO defense supplies being able to include someone with

the oversensitivity of Gutman as a
friend. People such as Gutman were
the intended target of the saying. "If
they can’t take a joke, screw ’em."
Chris Lemire
Freshman
Journalism

Oh no, an entire week without school?
I can’t believe it. Seven whole days
away from the Spartan Daily. Dwight Bentel
Hall. San Carlos Street and that stupid stoplight at
Third and San Salvador streets that does absolutely
no good for anyone.
What am I going to do?
I can use the time to get in a little studying.
Nah, that would mean I would have to buy the rest
of the assigned testbooks. I could come up with a
couple of column ideas? Nope. It doesn’t take too
long to come up with a topic that will bug the hell
out of this student body with its non-existent sense
of humor. A column on cute little puppies or fuzzy
baby chicks would trigger a storm of letters, some
of which. as usual, would actually be written in legible English.
I guess I could pass some time tossing darts at
my combination Ronald Reagan/Pat Robertson
dartboard Unfortunately. the Robertson side heals
itself after each toss.
There’s always the old tube. Unfortunately,
daytime television is geared toward middle-class
housewives, the unemployed, illegal aliens, or
those addicted to alcohol or some other substance.
The commercials lean toward treatment centers in
wonderful rural settings, training programs so I can
get a career working with doctors, or the latest technological breakthrough in feminine protection.
There’s also a flood of commercials promising
green cards and ambulance -chasing deals by attorneys.
Or there’s always (gasp) the soaps. It takes a
mind comsumed with the trivial to follow the latest
"As the world and all my children turn to another
world." I really don’t care who’s having Chuck’s
or Bob’s baby among the hundreds of bed -hopping
heiresses in Pine Valley or whereever.
And then there’s the kings and queens of daytime. Phil, Oprah. Gerald, Sally and Gary.
"Coming up! Male lesbians who want sex change operations to please their homosexual, klepDonahue."
tomaniacal spouses on the next
Give me a break! Why do these hosts insist on
catering to the lowest common denominator? People with mutilated faces, husbands and wives who
have tried to kill each other, and nearly every problem a woman on this planet could possibly suffer
from is probed in depth at least 36 times a year on
"Tbe Oprah Winfrey show."
Forget the television. Spring break is a time to
get out of the house and have some fun. Like those
fun -loving little creeps who gather in Palm Springs
every year. You know, the yahoos who get their
jollies drinking 14.2 kegs of Budweiser then parade
around tearing off the blouses of any unfortunate
women who happen to get in their way.?
That’s it. I could become a Palm Springs ix)
!iceman for a week. I know the pay wouldn’t be
much but I’d get a lot of satisfaction busting some
Southern California heads for seven days.
That’s not realistic. I need an activity I can do
right here in San Jose. I got it. I’ll pass the time just
like those slimy people on-campus. All I have to do
is steal a shopping cart from Lucky, untwist a coat
hanger, and set off to collect as many aluminum
cans as possible.
Say. I bet I can pull in about $3 day. Not a bad
salary for the simple task of going through other
people’s garbage. Who needs dignity? I want one
cent a can.
Oh well. I may as well just get some writing
done. Work on the novel and maybe catch some
sun. This week is a gift from God (or some other
sort of ritualistic supreme being) to students so they
will have a week away from putting up with indifferent professors who really don’t care if students
learn anything (believe me, these types are an ex tremely tiny minority.)
Just have fun. Don’t think of school. And
please clont write letters to this paper arguing
against spring break.
Dave Lanson is the Forum editor. Due to unpopular demand, this is a special, one-time
’Thursday appearance of Publiminal Messages Plus.
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Clues lead sleuths to Golden Egg
By Laura M. Lukas
Daily staff writer
Congratulations are in order for
super sleuth Kristen Wall, who discovered the coveted Golden Egg in
the Associated Students Leisure
Services Second Annual Golden Egg
Hunt,
Wall, a junior majoring in child
development and a member of Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority, was aided in
her search by two friends, Nora Hendrycks and Marikit DelRosano, also
of Alpha Omicron Pi. The trio followed the clues available from Leisure Services to find the prize egg at
11 a.m. Wednesday.
"We just followed the clues especially the crossword Wednesday," Wall said. The puzzle led
Wall and her friends to the general
location of the egg.
"We just searched the area
(around Building Q) until Kristen
found it,’’ DelRosario said.
Wall found the Golden Egg in the
old mailboxes by Building Q.
Paige Turner. recreation program
specialist with Leisure Services, said
that the Golden Egg was visible
through a quarter-inch keyhole in
one of the mailboxes.
Turner, who put the Golden Egg
out for hunters early Wednesday
morning, was pleased that Wall and
her friends actually used the clues
Leisure Services provided for finding the egg.
Even though the Golden Egg was
discovered only about ti hours after it
was put into hiding. Turner is happy
that Wall found the egg.
"I was pleased that a student who
was aware of the campus and the
trivia (given in the clues) found the

Kendra Luck

By Serena Griffith
Daily staff writer
SJSU is the site of a Religious
Studies conference this weekend that
will feature nearly 90 presentations
by scholars from all over California.
The conference is the annual
meeting of the American Academy
of Religion (AAR) and the Society
of Biblical Literature (SBL). Topics
will range from "Mysteries of the
Earth Mother" to "Divine Paradigms."
The two-day conference will draw
scholars deemed to be "the best of
the West Coast." said Religious
Studies Coordinator J. Benton
White.
"This conference brings to the
university, the true spirit of any university where people deal with inquiries and expose ideas for critical
examination." he said,
The gathering is not a religious
conference but is about the scholarly
study of religion. White called it "a
chance for students to learn scholarship" by watching as scholars present their ideas and respond to the
ideas of their colleagues.
No pat answers will be given as
the conference seeks to explain
"what religion is and how it expresses itself in the world," he said.
Religious Studies Lecturer Karen
Voss said the AAR and the SRI are
essentially professional societies.
Their conferences are a place to
-keep in touch with what other people are doing" and to keep abreast of
developments in the study of religion.
Gatherings such as this one are
-marvelous in that respect" as they
provide a flow of ideas and an exchange of information, she said.
Voss also said they are a welcome
chance to "meet old friends from
grad school."
Anyone interested in attending the
conference may register Friday at 8
a.m, in the Student Union Pacheco
room. The conference begins at 8:30
a.m. Friday and wraps up with a reception at the University Club on
Saturday evening.
Three of the presentations will he

’All traditions are
represented.’
Karen

Voss,
religious studies lecturer
given by SJSU professors Voss,
Kenneth Kramer and Steven SW1111son. Two undergraduate students.
Mildred Robinson and Todd Oxner,
will also present their papers.
Speakers will deliver their papers
in a conversational style. said Voss
and questions will he allowed after
each presentation.
Notable participants will include
Starhawk, a feminist metiolar who
will present a paper entitled -The
Earth
Dismemberment of the
Mother: Patriarchy in Ancient
Sumer.’
Voss said "it is significant that
they are going to talk about this in an
academic conference," because ii
deals with witchcraft, which is nor
usually considered legitimate in religious studies.
Other scholars include Ninian
Smart of UC-Santa Barbara. who regards religion as a "world view."
Smart proposes that religion affects
how one thinks of the entire world,
and "is not something you do on
Saturday or Sunday, hut its something you do every day." explained
Voss.
Smart will present ideas froni his
hook "Religion and the Western
Mind." Ivan Strenski. the American
editor of the international journal
"Religion" and a UCLA professor.
will respond.
Another session will he given by
Mark
author
best-selling
Juergensmeyer of UC-Berekle.v
with
"Fighting
hook,
whose
Ghandi" presents a non-violent ap
on
based
proach to relationships
Ghandi’s theories.
SJSU religious studies Professor
Chris Jochim organized a panel for
the conference that will address approaches to undergraduate religirti
studies in a Friday morning ses,
wii..
The pancl will

from various California institutions
and will include Professor White.
The conference has "something
that addresses every kind of interest
in religion." said Voss. "All traditions are represented."
Students will enjny the session.
that may occasionally turn into a
:
of scholarly brawl as ideas are pie
sented and discussed, she said, making SJSU "more like a UC-Berkeley" for two days.
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’While you wait service"
We also repair
Briefcases and
Luggage
-The Only Guaranteed
Shoe Repair"

We offer free counseling
to help you explore ALL the
options, including
OPEN ADOPTION
Children’s Home Site rely of
California’s nationally recognired
program. Featured on the CBS
Evening New, and McCall’,

Grand Opening Specials

with this ad
Men’s Heels
Quality Leather
reg. 8.95
Handbags
now $ 4.50
25% off
Expires 331 88
626 Town & Country Village 249-0439
now open at
65 South 1st. 298-1191
son ow
ma on am sol
sin

Ladles Heels
reg. $ 5.00
now $ 1.95

Maga/inc.

CALL (408) 293-8940

FRI 9 AM - 6PM, SAT 8AM - 4 PM

318 South 10th Street, San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

10 ‘)/0 off Nexxus Products

iNtIVUPS
CHINESE ClIISINI
F3/40,

r--rrANTIOTINTINTIC-.1.11

qpUNPLANNED
PREGNANCY?

KEN HUBB’S BARBER SHOP c" Rock ’n Roll Barbers"

;Grande Pizzeria Special Oftel
One Time Only!

1

Grande is giving you the best
prices on delicious pizzas!
Plus, you can keep using the
coupon until each size pizza
bought!
Small 2 item pizza

$6.00

GRANDE PIZZERIA

Medium 2 item pizza

$7.00

150 East San Carlos Street
on the corner of 4th Street
(408) 292-2840

large 2

FOOD TO GO

item pizza

X -I.arge 2 item pizza

As

Mandarin & Szcchuan Cuisine
Box Lunches
Lunch and Dinner
Delivery
Open Daily, 11:00 AM- 10:00 PM
131 E. Jackson Street
294-3303 or 998-9427
ks North of Santa Clara St

hetecen .ird and dth Sure’s

1987 meeting ot the Association for General
and Liberal Studies in Ohio, he
argued that the teaching of liberal
arts should lead directly to -social transformation."
The reasons for social problems and ideas for their solutions
are the goal of a good education,
he said. A college that lacks this
goal is nothing more than "a
Greek museum or an arm of the
corporate world."
Dubbing this approach ’*eman
cipatory pedagogy,"he said it ri
volves "educating students
take risks and to struggle %soh
ongoing relations of power.’’
Ahlquist elaborated on Giroux’s educational theory.
"It empowers both student,
and teachers to grab hold of their
own history and education and tim
act on that understanding to
change the world."
The
partiall
colloquium,
funded with lottery money, is cosponsored by the School of Education and the Division of Teacher Education. Giroux will
speak today about -Teacher Empowemient and the Struggle for
Public Life." Nelson will speak
at Friday’s gathering about "Teachers as I ntel lectuals . " Both
speakers ins lie audience partici
pat ion .

By Serena GriMth
Daily staff writer
College students should receive an education that addresses
and solves social ills, according
to visiting Professor Henry Giroux, who will speak here today.
His approach to teaching will
he one topic of a teacher education colloquium to be held at
SJSU today and Friday. The colloquium, featuring Giroux and
Professor Jack Nelson, is titled
"Critical Education and Critical
Democracy." It begins today at 6
p.m. in the Student Union Umunhum Room and continues Friday
at 9:30 a.m. in Sweeney Hall
Room 120.
Nelson, of Rutgers University
in New Jersey. and Giroux, of
Miami University in Ohio, will
both address the issue of critical
teaching, a form of education
which attempts to free students
and teachers from the traditional
curriculum restrict ions.
Roberta Ahlquist, a professor
in SJSU’s secondary education
program, said these speakers are
"leading theorists." and that Giroux "is on the cutting edge of
trying to change schooling and
make it more interesting to students and teachers."
Giroux believes that social
problems and their solutions
should he the focus of an educa-

Daily staff photographer

Kristen Wall, left, and Marikit DelRosario of Alpha Building Q. Nora Hendrycks also helped her sorority
Omicron Pi found the Golden Egg in a mailbox on sisters, but she was unavailable for the photo.
prize because she used the clues." 5200 prize.
"I gave him ten bucks for his
Turner said. "(Wall and her friends)
"I’m going to split it with my clues."
were enthusiastic."
friends." Wall said. "Mari and
In a "drainage ditch type of
"Nora was really the driving Nora each get $50 dollars since we thing" by the Old Science Building
force." Wall said. Hendrycks moti- all worked together from the begin- was the Rotten Egg, said Iliad Rodrivated Wall and DelRosario to follow ning."
quez, the man behind the egg hitting.
the clues.
Later Wednesday, Erik Sayle, se"Well. 10 goes to John and 40
"Today we just all got together" nior majoring in molecular biology, goes to Hussong’s for (tequila) popand found the Golden Egg. Hen- discovered the $50 Rotten Egg.
pers and beer." Sayle said. "And
drycks said.
"I used my friend John, the gen- I’ll buy anyone a beer at Hussong’s
Wall already has plans for the tleman and the scholar," Sayle said. if they mention the Rotten Fee "

Meeting concentrates on religion

Two-day forum focuses
on teacher education

$8.00
$9.00

l’rices do not include sales tax.

Good For Take
Out Orders Only

Expires

April 15. 1988
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Pretzel Logic

Richard
Motroni

Remembering Lennon
ties el Jorge’ how I elt the night John Lennon
I’ll
was murdered.
Ever since my mother allowed me to buy my
first rock album "Help" at age 9, I was an instant
fan. Fascination grew with each Beatles album I got
my hands on. Listening to "Rubber Soul" and
"Revolver" didn’t satisfy my hunger for rock ’n
roll; it made me want more.
Although years later other performers like The
Who (who for me defied what rock ’n roll was all
about), Bob Dylan (who gave the music a conscience) or Bruce Springsteen (who made the whole
thing a hell of a lot of fun), would have a profound
affect on me, the Beatles introduced me to rock and
played it the way it was meant to be played.
Yet, a pan of my youth died on that December
night. I can still recall staring endlessly at the ceiling unable to sleep. too stunned to cry.
Many years have passed, but there was great
anger about Lennon’s death and the bastards who
try to capitalize on his name.
When I first heard that KSJO-FM was going to
present a new nationally -syndicated show called,
"The Lost Lennon Tapes," I said to myself, "Oh.
Christ! Here we go again!" Yet, at the same time I
was still interested.
So. for the past two months I’ve listened. The
result is that I’ve come away impressed and fascinated.
There is amazing insight into how some classic
songs were developed. Most Beatle fans know that
the freaky classic "She Said, She Said, was
inspired by actor Peter Fonda constantly telling the
Beatles. "I know what it’s like to be dead" during
one of their infamous acid trips. "The Lost Lennon
Tapes" plays Lennon’s first demos of the song
playing his acoustic guitar, then later sessions
showing how he changed the song.
Also on "The Lost Lennon Tapes" is a wellbalanced mixture of interviews that shows the many
sides of this complex artist.
There is the famous Lennon wit. In late ’60s
Timothy Leary accused John of stealing his campaign slogan (Leary tried to run for governor of
California, but got thrown in the stammer) "Come
together and join the party which inspired
’Come Together’ ’ ) for commercial purposes. Len non’s response was. "Look. Tim. Let’s say I’m a
tailor, you ordered a song and when you didn’t collect it after six months I sold it myself."
Then there is Lennon, the House Husband, who
recalls how great he felt after making a loaf of
bread.
What is so important about "The Lost Lennon
Topes" iaths4 humaniaes Lennon. not idolizes
him.
Just as sickening as those who try to capitalize
on Lennon’s name is those insipid fools who treat
John like a god. a person who could do no wrong.
The truth of the matter so as that John Lennon
wasn’t a god. hut a human being like you and me.
Many were angered when McCanney said Lennon at times could act like "a maneuvering
swine." hut Paul was telling the truth. Along with
the wit, charm and gentle side of Lennon there was
another that was cold, bitter and full of anger.
It was this loveihate attitude within Lennon
that came out in his music. Listening to "Love"
and "Working Class Hero" on the "Plastic Ono
Band" album makes one wonder if John is handing
us a bouquet of flowers or a bouquet of thorns.
Although Lennon tried many times to convince
people to accept him as a regular person, he was
unable to and in the end it was a ’fan" who shot
him.
For this reason, the society who worshipped
Lennon is equally guilty of his death. John tried to
live a normal life and they retused him that basic
human right. John tried to live his life the way he
sought fit and they tried to force him different. John
wanted us to accept him as a regular person. but
they made him an obscene idol. And when one felt
selfishly betrayed. John was shot, before he had a
chance to defend himself. To deny a person his
basic right to live a life he sees fit and to take away
that life shows how sickening a society we have become.
Yet, it wasn’t sadness I felt listening to "The
Lost Lennon Tapes." but joy for a man filled with
achievements. Who had the discipline to retire at
the peak of his career to take care of his family. return on his terms, not ours, and proved that he
could still do it? Above all, this man was able to go
from "John The Eleatic" to John Lennon the person, which was his greatest achievement.
Thank you John Winston Ono Lennon. You’ll
never know how much you. Paul. George and
Ringo meant to this rock ’n roll dreamer.
Richard Motroni is the Entertainment Editor.

Located in
downtown San
Jose lies the HiI.ife that
specialized in
barbecue dinners.
Below, chef
Edward Gordon
works on a
couple of
chickens and
steaks.

The ’Hi-Life’
offers a haven
for steak lovers

41111

Ar.

Kendra Luck
Daily staff photographer

By Jim Hart
Daily staff writer
Despite being in an economically depressed section of downtown San Jose,
there is a restaurant that offers workingclass people a taste of the "Hi -Life."
Just a stone’s throw from Interstate
280, on St. John street. nestled against a
recently built interstate off-ramp. Hi -Life
delivers a meal that makes the heartiest
beef lovers say, "That’s enough!"
Each steak plate is previewed by a
fresh green tossed salad, then accompanied by a large buttered baked potato with
sour cream. To make sure you are absolutely stuffed, there is plenty of garlic
bread.
Offering amazingly economic meals,
with larger-than -life portions. Hi -Life is
well worth more than one visit.
The menu includes other than the New
York and Top Sirloin steaks (both under
$10). ribs, brochettes and if your not
in the mood for red meat chicken is
also served.
Hi -Life has in no way escaped press
recognition, receiving complimentary reviews from the San Jose Mercury News
and USA Today. Framed clippings
humbly adorn a wall in a dark corner near
the back of the restaurant.
But if you’re looking for a gentle,
peaceful and quiet atmosphere. the Hi Life may not be for you.
Stepping into the old red, two-story
restaurant might relieve you of the noisy
traffic of the nearby interstate, but by no
means expect a soothing atmosphere.
The bar becomes quite packed on a Friday or Saturday night. Overlapping conversations become louder to compete with
each other and the Frank Sinatra classics
on the jukebox.
Large jets make the I05 -year-old building shudder as they fly directly overhead
to land at nearby San Jose International
Airport.
Serious beef eaters are often serious
drinkers as well.
You enter the restaurant through a bar
that offers nine types of domestic and imported beers, and a large selection of
mixed drinks.
Over the bar is a clock with the words
"Who Cares" printed on its face. That
sums up the attitude of most of Hi -Life’s
customers; don’t worry about the time. sit
down. have a drink and prepare your taste
buds tor an appetizing steak.

Even if the environment isn’t considered peaceful. the line of stools at the bar
has become a place where people can
loosen up after putting in an eight-hour
day.
Lawyers, bikers, and members of the
San Francisco 49ers are a few of the wide
variety of people that frequent the restaurant, said bartender Tim Ames.
SJSU students have also discovered the
Hi -Life as an alternative to the usual on campus eating options.
"This has been a stopping place for
students for 30 years now, Ames said.
In 1960, Henry Puckett took over the
eatery, renaming it’ Henry’s Hi -Life."
Many years later Puckett married
Doris. a waitress who worked for him for
18 years. She and her daughter now manage the steak house.
"After 18 years of working, I was
going to quit. He set up a time to meet me
and the next thing I knew we were married. Doris said.

Henry Puckett died two years ago in
February.
"He taught me everything I know,"
Doris said.
She scanned the interior of the restaurant and commented on the old rustic furniture.
"People love the building. They feel at
home here," she said. "When I buy a
new. chair or bench people get mad at
me."
The building survived the 1906 earthquake and is said to be built like an old
orange crate. Ames said.
The upstairs of the restaurant, for the
most pan, is abandoned, except for the
office where Puckett and her daughter
work. The rest of the upstairs, formerly
hotel rooms, stores "a lot of stuff that
her husband collected over the years.
"He was a collector of everything."
Puckett said.
"There are also a lot of cobwebs up
there. she added,

No cobwebs can be found downstairs,
as the Hi -Life serves up to 400 dinners on
a busy night.
Part of the Hi-Life’s success is partially
owed to its unique way of serving customers, she said.
The customers dinner orders are taken
in the bar. Later the customers are seated
at a table where they can watch the cook
take their sizzling steaks off the grill.
In the corner of the dining room. cook
Edward Gordon leans into the barbecue
pit to maneuver a few steaks to a hotter
portion of the grill.
"We cook over White Oak," Gordon
said. "We smoke our ribs an hour to an
hour and a half beforehand. When they’re
gone, they’re gone," he said.
Unlike the ribs, it appears as though the
Hi -Life will last forever. Like the furniture the restaurant will remain unchanged. The next earthquake could
never shake the commitment of Hi -Life
customers.

Hopping happenings of spring break
Spring break is only a couple of days away!
Just think, one whole wonderful week free of tests.
essays, presentations and other needless school work that
somehow gets in the way of a student enjoying his or her
college experience.
With that glorious thought in mind. "Coming
Events has a few suggestions on how to make spring
break more enjoyable:
PUB
Once again the grand people from Spann Pub h.ise
an impressive lineup of bands to start
spring break with a bang. Phychotic Corning
Reaction plays tonight at 9. while CitEvents
zen Jane performs Friday at 8 p.m.
The Pub has only one band performing during spring break as Amateur Gentlemen
takes the stage Wednesday night at M.
CONCERT
Tonight and tomorrow night, several thousand concert-goers will follow every move rock superstar Sting
makes as he brings his show to the Oakland Coliseum.
Shows begin at 8 p.m. and tickets are $18.50.
Although the make-up has been gone many moons
ago, legendary heavy metal band KISS can still put on a
good show. The band (with Anthrax as the opening act)
will appear at the San Francisco Civic Center Wednesday at 8 p.m. Tickets are $17.50.
All the way from England. Echo and the Bunnymen
perform April 1 at the San Francisco Civic Center. Show
begins at 8 p.m. and tickets are $17.50.
Tickets for all concerts are available at any Bass outlet.
CLUBS
My goodness! So many clubs to go to, so many

ENTERTAINMENT
bands to see. so what are we waiting for?
The Stone on 412 Broadway in San Francisco plans
to have the following acts:
Eddie 4Sc The Tide plus Paul Collins Beat appears Friday (Tickets are from $7 to $8). while Bonnie Hayes &
Her Wild Combo plays Saturday ($7.50 to $9). Sunday
showcases the 10-year anniversary for Punk Globe Magazine ($6). Tuesday will have 7 Seconds ($7.50 to $9)
and The Broadcasters appear Wednesday ($6 to $7.50).
Doors for all shows open at It p.m. (except the 10year anniversary of Punk Globe, which opens at 7 p.m.).
Call (415) 391-8282 for information.
Another San Francisco club. The Bouncer’s Bar at
64 Townsend, has an interesting list of hands.
Midnight Movers plays 9 p.m. Friday. Johnny Nitn)
Jam Session plays 2 p.m. Sunday and Jerry Sheller performs 5 p.m. Tuesday. Wednesday showcases three difplays at 11:30 am..
ferent performers. Michael Foley
The John Doe Duo appears at 4 p.m. and California Cadillacs arrive at 7 p.m.
Call (415) 397-2480) for information.
Time to move on down south of San Francisco (Redwood City to be exact) and check on what’s going on at
Barney Steel on 590 Veterans Blvd.
The Blue Meanies featuring Mark Ford performs on
Friday, System 9 arrives Saturday, while Sundogs play
April I and Motor City takes the stage April 2.
Showtimes are 9:30 p.m. and tickets are from $2 to
$4. Call (415) 365-8145 for information.

THEATER
West Valley College production of Aesop’s fable
"Androcles and the Lion will be performing at the
West Valley College Theatre in Saratoga at 14090 Fruit vale Ave. Performances will be tonight through Sunday
at 8 p.m. with a 2 p.m. matinee Saturday. Tickets are
S5. Call 867-2943 for information.
Also in Saratoga, the Chamber Theatre’s production
of the comedy. "The Play’s the Thing." will play Friday
and Saturday at 8:30 p.m. with a 2 p.m. Sunday matinee. The Saratoga Chamber Theatre is located in the
Azule Mall at 12378 S. Saratoga -Sunnyvale Road. Tickets are $9 for the night shows and $7 for the matinee.
Call 996-9835 for information.
ARTS & ETC.
SJSU’s music department will be sponsoring three
events this weekend. Trio of Amsterdam (co-sponsored
by the Beethoven Center) will appear tonight. Call 9244590 for details on time and place. Heidi Woeller will
perform her "Spontaneous Music." 8:15 p.m. Friday at
Concert Hallm the Music Building on Seventh and San
Carlos. Call 924-4662 for information.
Can you endure 30 hours of opera music? Well. the
people from the San Jose Opera will be having Operathon ’88 begining Friday at the Red Lion Inn in San Jose
at 2050 Gateway Place. Performances begin at 5:30 p.m.
and the SJSU Pep Band will make an appearance. Call
San Jose Opera at 288-8882 for more information.
Michael Hickman’s "Modern Apocrypha," is still
on display at the Union Gallery in the Student Union.
Well, that raps it up for another edition of "Coming
Events. Spring break is only a few moments away.
Thank God for small favors!

The Church does same old thing
By Douglas Alger

her musical hot-lions.

Daily staff writer
Reviewing a record album is a lot like

The music coming from my speakers included a traditional solid, rock and roll guitar
sound, hacked by dreamy pop music.
It was new!
It was modern!
It was slightly psychedelic!
I had just heard the same sound from the
last album I reviewed. . . .
That’s right Church fans. Starfish’s originality has been, in the words of Mark Twain,
greatly exaggerated.
Robyn Hitchcock and the Egyptians have
produced a similar sound, especially with
their vocals. on the group’s Globe of Frogs
album.
Unfortunately for The Church, Hitchcock’s work tended to include better lyrics
and more compelling music.
Although few will admit to this fact, the
grading of a paper or album is influenced. albeit only slightly, by the reviewer’s mood
and attitude of the time.
Had I looked at Starfish before hearing
other neo-psychedelic music. I would’ve

grading an English paper.
You sit down with the piece. receiving
your first impression from the title page. or
album cover. Mechanics, style and theme
are all under your scrutiny as reviewer.
Having looked at countless other works by
countless other individuals, you pray for an
original approach. unusual execution, or visionary message. . .
It was with this attitude
Record
that I listened to Starfish.
the newest album from
Review
group
Australian-based
The Church.
Creem magazine had said of the February
release, Starfish is a truly wonderful
album. The Church don’t sound like anybody else, really."
"Good," I thought, as the needle hit the
album’s first track, Destination. New sounds
The Church. a group from Sydney, Australia who recently signed with Arista records, are always exciting to review. They stretch
await to see how successful their new album "Starfish will he in America.
the reviewer’s capabilities and expand his or

been appropriately impressed with The
Church’s sound and vocal qualities. As it
stands, though. the album does not have anything wholly unique to offer.
Band members Marty Willson -Piper,
Richard Moog, Peter Koppes and Steve Kilbey have created a good listen-to -able sound,
but not the driving, riveting music some say
the group is capable of.
The Sydney -based band’s founder and
songwriter, Kilbey, is vocally good, but he
and his fellow Churchmen have failed to produce a highly desirable album.
None of Starfish’s 10 tracks stand out as
obvious singles, although "Under The
Milky Way" has been released as such.
I found myself concentrating to pay attention to various songs’ lyrics, just as one
would struggle through a mediocre essay
with sloppy handwriting.
Should you buy it? Sure.
Will it acquire a large amount of attention
on your turntable? Only if you haven’t heard
the same sound from a superior source.
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Profanity and poor writing make
Pryor’s film a ’Moving’ disaster
By Ron Haynes
Daily stall writer
I often wonder how screen -writers
and producers can come up with
such jargon and malarky for movies.
then submit it to the public for their
viewing at a cost, and call it entertainment.
This thought raced through my
mind as I watched "Moving." a
comedy starring Richard Pryor.
Now for those of us who are familiar with this guy Pryor, we know
that the words that blurt from his
mouth during a normal day off the
screen aren’t something you’d want
your children to hear, if you have
them. On the screen, he’s not much
better.
The plot is a major moving episode whereby Arlo
Pear (Pryor) has
Film
been involuntarily
relieved of his Review
transit engineering
job of 14 years and accepts another
with enhanced benefits only to later
discover that it is located in Boise,
Idaho. From this point onward, the
quality of the movie declines and
never regains any form of credibility.
For my own satisfaction, having
knowledge of Boise’s geographical
location and relative national significance, I would have to question such

a move by the.Pear family anyway.
The Pears are a somewhat typical
black upper-middle class, New Jersey family who appear to have spent
all of their lives there and who have
been quite successful. For a family
of this caliber, moving to some place
like Boise, just doesn’t make sense
job or no job.
Moving for the typical American’
family is no easy chore, nor is such
an order easily acceptable. For the
Pears, it turns out to be an outright
nightmare.
Arlo is the only family member
who wants to go and for good reason
his job and next income are there.
His wife Monica (Beverly Todd)
complains that she has moved
enough, likes where she is. doesn’t
want to give up her established
friendships and is totally against the
idea.
Not to mention their teen-age
daughter Casey (Stacey Dash) who
is adamantly against the move and
stages a number of unbelievable acts
at the family home to prevent its
sale. The Pear twins, Marshall and,
Randy (Rapheal and Ishmeal Harris)
were the only ones who didn’t seem
to care one way or the other.
The moviemakers have done several things with this one that relates it
to a sensible and realistic move
across country. Good idea that’s

OK. They’ve taken all of the necessary acts that a family would do
before moving and expanded them
with an extreme amount of exaggeration to arrive at a level of comedy
apparently sought. What’s not OK
about this, though, is that they just
overdid it.

Fed up with
crooked mover.
taking
advantage of
him, Richard
Pryor decides to
take matters
into his own
hands in
"Moving"

Let’s consider a number of scenes
that make this one seem blown out of
proportion.
the Pear house goes up for sale
and Casey does all she can to redirect would-be buyers. A couple
viewing the house for the first time
seemed pleased until the wife
opened the door to Casey’s Mom and
was greeted with "KILL THE
PIGS" painted in big red letters resembling blood across one wall.
This, coupled with the room’s mass
confusion and disorganization of furniture and decor, served the purpose
for the movie as it prompted those
buyers to seek residence elsewhere. I
can’t imagine such an occurrence in
real life.
Arlo turns over his new turbo
Saab to one of those trustworthy individuals who drives autos from one
locale to another, and whose job it
was to deliver the car to Boise. Fate
would have it that the driver turns

out to be one of multiple personalities. When the car is finally delivered, it looks like a reject from a
Mad Max film (still running though)
and the guy who delivered it was
but wasn’t. That is, the guy looked
like the one who picked up the car in
New Jersey but his personality just
didn’t match. Now this might happen in a real -life situation but the
chances are remote.
Topping this, the house that the
Pears purchased in Boise turned out
to be a sham. When the sellers left,
they literally took everything including doors, kitchen cabinets and all of
the stationary appliances. The place

was gutted. A beautiful swimming
pool in the back yard had been dislodged from the ground leaving an
empty hole the size of a small meteor
crater. Imagine how Pryor’s filthy
mouth defined his feelings upon that
discovery.
"Moving" is a crazy movie
which I feel wasn’t worth the effort
or money spent to create it
much
less, that I spent to see it. This writer
wasn’t pleased with the acting either
because it didn’t take much to portray what he saw. However, some
credit is due to the the creators for
tearing up a couple of homes and for

either customizing or destroying
( whichever) a nice new Saab.
Finally, I would give the filmmakers an honorable mention for giving
future movers a sigh of relief that,
hopefully, their move could never
become as devastating as that of the
Pears.
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kinko’s
310 S. Third St. 295-4336
481 E. San Carlos St. 295-5511

Gregory Hines (above) confronts a person on the
streets of Saigon. Vietnam. Hines and Willem Dafoe
(far left) play military cops hunting a murderer of
Vietnamese prostitutes during the height of the
Vietnam war in the film Off Limits."
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’Off Limits’ fails
to be exciting

1

By Kara Myers
Daily start writer
"Off Limits" should he off limits
to anyone planning to go to the movies this weekend.
Although the story has potential
entertainment
value, it is hard to
Film
find among the
Review plethora
of
obscene language.
It is not too difficult to create a dialogue when every other word begins
with "r or some variation thereof.
The film, starring Willem Dafoe.
as Buck McGriff and Gregory Hines
as Albaby Perkins. is about two
plain-clothes cops assigned to the
U.S. Army’s Criminal Investigations Detachment. Saigon Division
of Vietnam in 196R.
They fight crime in the run-down
back streets of Saigon during the
Vietnam War. The story could have
just as easily taken place in New
York City or Chicago.
McGriff and Perkins are assigned
to investigate the murders of six
prostitutes. Each prostitute had children fathered by American servicemen and the evidence implicates a
high-ranking American officer.
The pair enlists the aid of a beauti
ful Catholic nun. Sister Nicole
(Amanda Pays) who helps the pmsti
tutes take care of their children. Nic
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ole helps the detectives find othei
prostitutes and bar-girls in their investigation.
McGriff and Perkins finally narrow their suspects to two, only to
eventually find that they were following the wrong path.
Hines and Dafoe manage passable
performances as the two cops stuck
in a city that is slowly being swan
gled by the effects of the war. But
this writer would rather see Hines
dance.
Kay Tong Lim plays the Vietnam
ese police official, Lime Green, who
consistently showed up at just the
right time to harass McGriff and Perkins.
Fred Ward portrays Dix. the tough
Master Sergeant with the Arim
Criminal Investigations Detachment
in Saigon overseeing the investiga
lion.
Overall, the acting was not im pressive and the story dragged in

Live on Tuesday, March 29
YOU’RE INVITED TO OUR

$1.00 Well Drinks
2 for 1 Coronas

SPRING BREAK PARTY

TONIGHT, MARCH 24

FEATURING:

RACES
rINTERTUBE
BETWEEN CAMPUS CLUBS,
FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES

$200 DOLLAR DRINK TAB
/1011

TO THE GROUP WITH THE MOST FANS
STAND UP AND BE COUNTED AT 10 30PM

4Nriawi0

Water Tower Plaza, Campbell
866-5666

AND AS USUAL EVERY THURSDAY...

NO COVER
FREE FOOD AND
DRI KS 2 OR 1 UNTI
A

1013

pans.

If you must see this film, wait
until it plays at the dollar theaters in
until it comes out on video.

21 AND OVER ONLY
200 N. FIRST STREET. SAN JOSE

292-2212

Serving Fajitas, Burgers, Tacos,
Salads, Margaritas, Beer...

Rocky Horror
1,.I..
-41

1

THURSDAY NIGHT LINE-UP
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...No Place Else Is Chili’s.
Located on corner of Almaden
Expressway and Blossom Hill Road

Open daily for lunch and dinner

* Nightly Drink Specials
* 4:30 - 7:00 Hungry Hour Buffet
* S1.75 Premium Well Drinks
N wolf, *
* S2.50 Pitchers
*Dancing
A
1090$ North Wolfe Road
Cupertino, California 95014
(408) 728-8488
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De Soto

MEChA co -chairpersons Javier
Avila and Filedina Vera also gave
welcome speeches; Avila in Spanish
and Vera in Fnglish
Rata Day has been held at SJSU
for seven years. It is organized by
MEChA. a Chicano Latino student
organization. and the Student Affirmative Action -Outreach program.
Some students entering SJSU as
Freshmen have attended Raza Day
for lour y eat s. Gutierrez said.
’I hew’ siudnt JR: more motivated
ucceed and more politically ac than \kW\
seven years
she said

"We have also seen that the ma
lop. have become more broad." Gutierrez said. Hispanic -Americans are
going into business, physics, engineering. journalism and medicine
whereas before, most favored social
work, counseling or teaching
Some students have said Raza
Day was a main reason why they
chose SAL/. Gutierrez said.
"They knew there was a Chicano
population here and that if they had a
problem, they had someone to go
to,’’ she said.
Programs to recruit Chicano/Latino students before Raza Day were
"purely academic." Gutierrez said.
"If 100 people showed up, they
were lucky."
MF.ChA wanted to change this to
reach those who were not "collegebound." so an element of entertainment is included in the event.
This year, Filipino rappers performed. A slide show integrated pictures of high school students in
’low -rider’’ cars, playing games
and dancing in parks with pictures of
SJSU and other colleges.

Greeks

the housing community, where she
is a resident adviser, and where she
has lived for four years.

I OM page I
said.

so

she can "help her home -

boys . The students were officially wet coined to the university hy Arlene
Okerlund. academic vice president.
’ here’s only one reason w hy roiu
should go to college." Okerlund
said. "Your whole life depends on

/ i

iii th11;i’

!rah:limy and 01.01.1i \ houses last
week. ;is did other RI- \ I party candid:1k’,
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The run-off could he a competition between the tv.o communities to
see who can rally the most support
for their candidate.
In the run-off, students can donate

Soviets lift ban
on book titles 9
vanity press

Insurers accused of conspiracy

MOSCOW (API
In an effort to
overcome a shortage of good bv%oks,
the government says it will publish
3.500 previously banned titles and
has proposed a new law that will
allow a vanity press.
Soviets have complained for years
that while state bookstores are overflowing with political reflections.
moralistic fiction and the works of
Communist Party officials, people
are hard pressed to lay their hands on
the hest writing of Soviet. Russian
and foreign authors.
In addition to the vanity press %ell
lure, state presses som will be turning out new editions of highly popular works by Mikhail Bulgakov and
Boris Pasternak, who won the 1958
Nobel Literature Prize for his novel
"Doctor lhivago

From page I
replaced years before," she said.
We simply wrote the story.
"We also uncovered a major embezzelment and that pissed them off
too." Taormina said.

The suits, filed by California,
New York, West Virginia. Wisconsin, Minnesota, Massachusetts and Alabama. named 32 insurance companies, underwriters
including
and
associations,
Lloyd’s of London.

SAN FRANCISCO (API
The nation’s largest insurers conspired to fabricate a liability crisis, which crippled businesses
and forced nationwide cutbacks
in police, child care and other
services, according to suits by
seven states.
The lawsuits, filed Tuesday in
U.S. District Court here, accuse
dozens of insurance companies of
collaborating in a global boycott
of certain types of general liability insurance through secret agreements and internal pressure.

Times
Henning said. I think that’s poppycock. The dean was concerned
about their coverage. The coverage
has been limited. University Times
is (the newspaper’s) main concern
and their main story. "
Francesca Alexander, president of
the CSULA chapter of the California
Faculty Association, said, "The
paper should remain a free voice of
the students

One of the companies. Aetna
Life and Casualty ’Co.. condemned the suit as "another political move by political officeholders who have consistently
opposed any and all efforts to address the real problems of the nation’s liability system."

sTUDENT’d-speelAL

$1 to the club of their choice.
Other groups that received a high
number of $2 allocations were Campus Crusade for Christ with 31.
KSJS and MEChA, a Chicano/Latino student association. with 23
each, and the concert choir and choraliers with 22.
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THIS AD ENTITLES YOU TO
$5.00 OFF
PLUS

UNLIMITED MILEAGE

$2,000 SCHOLARSHIP

Just present this ad when you rent any economy
through full-size car from the following locations:

For Business Finance or Related Majors

(!)
RED uon inn

TO QUALIFY YOU MUST:
*Be a full-time student
*Be a California resident
*Have a 2.5 minimum GPA
*Have completed 36 units or more

2050 GATEWAY PLACE
(Off Highway 101)
SAN JOSE

SAN JOSE / SANTA CLARA
3581 Stevens Creek Blvd.
(At San Tomas Expressway)

DEADLINE:
APRIL 15, 1988
-

Cs
111

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK -8 AM TO 6 PM
FOR RESERVATIONS, CALL:

(408) 774-1930
Contact:
Financial Aid Office
Walquist South Rm. 208
Ms. Susan Taylor
(408)924-6063

it ir.in
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BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL?

Call Us! 298-3030
San Jose
510
S 10th St

DOMINO’S
PIZZA
DELIVERS’
FREE.

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE
DRIVERS EARN
UP TO $10.00
PER HOUR

30 Minutes or $3 OW

Hours
inamd am Sun -Thurs
It am-2am Fri 8 Sat
OPEN FOR LUNCH

Our drivers carry less
than $2000
Limited delivery area

SPECIAL!
Any 12 2-item pii!a from
Dominos Pizza for lust $700’
Additional items $105 each
Sales tax included One coupon
poi pizza Not valid with any other
offer Valid at this location only
Expires in two weeks
Fast, Free Delivery’
510 S 101h St
Sim Jos.
298-3030

r

’

0

16 -oz Bottles 75c
Save 2007, on a
6 -Pack of Coke’
only $360

OFF!
’

SUNNYVALE
840 East El Camino Real
(At Wolfe Road)

Any 2-item or more pizza
from Domino’s Pizza
One coupon per pizza
Not valid with any other offer
Valid at this location only
Expires in two weeks
Fast, Fre* Delivery 510 S 10th St
San Jose
Phonic. 298-3030
,4813(komnus

One di, omit per rental Oiler not valid in (onion. lion with other promotional discounts
or ad, ertised spsvials Nifrmal rental reduirements apply Car may be returned to
San lose. San Fran, isco or Oakland airports or to any partir paling Ray Area location
filer espres 6/30/R8
Refueling servicm, lasts and optional items are es tra

Budget= awes

-ave

wens

SD

Rents Car

.1

am

GIVE
MOM & DAD
EXTRA
SPENDING
MONEY.
If your folks help you make car insurance payments, take some
of the heat off. Call Public Insurance. Ya see, unlike other car insurance
companies. we want young drivers just starting out. That means
some of the lowest rates you can find. On top of this, we ask for a lov,
downpayment and spread your payments over 12 months.
Even if you’ve been unlucky with tickets and an accident. call us
for a quote till nine PM, seven days a week. Then show the price to
Mom and Dad.
They’ll think they raised an Economics whiz.

AT
PUBLIC INSURANCE
IT’S NO PROBLEM
1-800-345-1995
1, = Credit Card
Use Your
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Rugby Club falls to Cal
SPORTS

If

By Laura NI. I.ukas
Daily stall writer

Kendra Luck Daily stall

photographe

Rugby clubs from [’C -Berkeley, left, and SJSU fight for the ball on a
line-out. The Spartans lost to the Bears 30-10. CC -Berkeley is ranked
No. tin the College league of the Northern California Rugby Union.

Despite a 30-10 loss to UC-Berkeley on Saturday, the Spartan Rugby
Club maintains that the score doesn’t
reflect the quality of play.
"Cal is probably the strongest
team in NorCal," said Andrew Lamont, Rugby Club president. But the
Spartans put up a good fight.
"We were in it 75 percent of the
game." Lamont said. "We kept (the
score) tight."
The score was really close
throughout the game. At the half,
Berkeley led 12-6, a difference of
one "try** la four-point goal in
rugby) and an extra kick.
Rich Roman made a star quality
play after a penalty in the second
half. Alter evading the Berkeley defense. Roman ran untouched to earn
a try for the Spartans.
"That play really got us hack into
the game," said Spartan B.D. Cash.
"It really made Cal look like
assholes."
The game was close until the final
minutes of the second half when the
score was 18-10 in Berkeley’s favor
In the final 10 minutes of play.
Berkeley scored two tries and made
both extra kicks, worth two points
each.
"I’m proud our team stuck together until the end," said player
Mike Hutcherson.
"We could’ve played better,"
said Cash, who felt that Saturday’s
high temperature affected play, "but
we didn’t get blown out either.
"(Cal’s) good. That’s all there is
to it . ’
The Spartan Rugby Club has a
season record of 4-4. The Bears are
ranked No. 1 in the College League
of the Northern California Rugby
Union. SJSU is ranked fourth.
"We’re good in the forwards."
Lamont said. "Cal is good in hack."
The Spartans anticipate a win
against Chico State on Saturday and
challenging play at the UC-Santa
Barbara Tournament on April 9.
"We’re really looking forward to
the Santa Barbara Tournament,"
Hutcherson said.
"We’ll probably be ranked
fourth" at the season’s end. Lamont
said. ’’Al least %ye hope to he!"

Spartans
place second
behind Bears
Four
"quality
performances" by SJSU’s track and
field team turned a second
place loss to UC-Berkeley on
Saturday into a mini -victory,
Coach Marshall Clark said.
Demetrius Carter placed first
in the 400 meter with a time of
47.4 seconds.
Caner also ran well as
anchor for the 1600-meter relay
team, which finished second
with a time of 46.7 seconds.
Sam Cavalier gained first
place honors with a 163-7 hammer throw, and John Kozak
placed second in the high jump
at 6-1 i 1/2, only two inches shy
of first place.
Both Cavalier and Kozak
had
"outstanding
performances." Clark said.
Pole vaulter Brian Wicks
took first with a mark of 17-6.
"I think the mark by Wicks
is close to a NCAA qualifying
mark,’’ Clark said.
The Spartans (4-21 are proud
of their performances Saturday.
(*lark said Cal is usually dominant, so a second -place victory
was important.
SJSU’s next meet is the
Stanford Invitational Friday
and Saturday.
Latins M. tukas

Men’s golf prepares
for tough tournament
Santa BarSouthern California, t
ham, Fresno State and the Spartans.
According to Schwendinger. the
toughest teams for the Spartans will
he USC, UCLA, Washington State
and Santa Barbara, although he predicted SJSU iii take it all.
"We’ve played well so far."
Schwendinger said. "We’re pretty
positive and we might surprise some
people.
UCLA’s Richard Greemvood.
who took last year’s indiv idual title.
will he returning to the tournament
in defense of his title.
SJSU’s Mark Singer is the Spartan
hopeful tor the individual title, atom!
with Mike Foster
’’Foster’s plav inc well.’’ Schwendinger said. "He’s a character."
The tournament is the oldest collegiate gr )0 tournament west of the
Mississippi ko ci

By Sean Montgomery
Daily staff writer

While most students are enjoying
spring break. the SJSU men’s golf
team will host the 42nd annual Western Intercollegiate Golf Tournament
Monday through Wednesday.
Scheduled at the Pasatiempo Golf
Course outside Santa Cruz, this
year’s tournament will feature 26
teams from nine different states and
an entry from Niitaidai University of
Japan competing for the title
Last year’s winner was Fresno
State who have taken the title seven
times.
"Fresno is not even favored."
Coach Dick Schwendinger said.
"They’re not doing so well thus
year."
The teams picked to be battling
for the title will he University of California at Los Angeles, t lniversity of
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M.E. FOX AND COMPANY

NATIONAL INVITATIONAL
SOFTBALL TOURNMENT
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Ad Compliments of SJSU Associated Students
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Ski

Per Day
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With This Coupon
and Your Valid College I.D.

Also at
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SJSU

THE ARMY
MADE EUGENE A MAN.
BUT DAISY GAVE HIM
BASIC TRAINING!

WHY CONFORM TO THE NORM?
It would have been easy to play ’follom
the leader’ in the technology race. But
at Tandem, we chose to venture off on
our own, with a proprietary technology
and a new set of ideals. Now in the multibillion dollar on-line transaction
processing (OLTP) market, we’re the
company that’s setting the pace, with a
full array of high performance low-end
and high-end systems that change the
way businesses process information.
Within Tandem, you won’t be expected
to ’look and act like everyone else.’ Although you’ll be working with some of
the most knowledgeable technologists
in the business, your ideas won’t be lost
in a crowd. Small development teams
and an interactive approach to each
project ensure that you’ll have the opportunity to apply your creativity.
Large-scale support of each project
guarantees the resources you need to
achieve.
It’s easy to find a company that’s more
conventional, more traditional than
Tandem. But since we’ve come this far
by independent thinking, we see any
other philosophy as just plain unnatural. By not conforming to the standard,
we’ve been able to enjoy uncommon
success. You can too, at Tandem.

‘I NEIL SIMON’Smi BILOXI BLUES sidgit CHRISTOPHER WALKEN
9: GEORGES DELERUE "7:. PAUL SYLBERT .D,0111, BILL BUTIER,,, 421JOSEPH M. CARKCIOLO . MARYKAY POWELL
NEIL SIMON "I RAY STARK dn MIKE NKHOLS -_441111111111
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TANDEM
COMES TO CAMPUS
EE/CS majors interested in a career as
a Technical Analyst, come see what
Tandem is all about. Over refreshments you’ll meet informally with
Tandem employees and discuss professional opportunities in your field.

ON-CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS:
Friday, April 15

For more information, contact your
Placement Center. Or, send your TestUlle
to College Recruiting, Tandem Computers
Incorporated, 10300 N. Tantau Avenue, MS55-12, Cupertino, CA 950142599. We are an equal opportunity
employer m/f/h/v.

1TANDEPACOMPUTERS
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Spartans’ players
high about season
advantage... Lagen said. "l’in a seBy Jennifer fruman
nior and I’ve faced them (the other
Daily start writer
A hot -hitting Spartan baseball teams) last year and I’ve seen the
team opens it*, 19MS [’CAA season pitching. Primarily. they throw the
fasthalls and sliders. I
Saturday against IIC-Irv Me, and the hard quit
hatted It() last year in the PCAA.’’
squad couldn’t be more reads .
Senior Eric Nelson started the sea"The last three weeks we’ve
really been hitting the hall well," son as a relief pitcher before being
first baseman Jeff Hetherington said. plugged into the designated hitter
it we keep hitting we should he slot. He returned to his original position at third base after starter Greg
right in there."
suffered a thumb injurs
Hetherington has been startmg.at Mitchell
- I se been hitting the ball consis
first base tanix the
currently
lenity all year long. Nelson said
Reno series and is
"I hope I make the play s det ens’
hitting 4h4
he said. ’’ill come in to pitch
’Iloperully I can keep doing as yely
well as I’m doing." Hetherington 1 throw strikes and help the team
said. "lin play mg good right now It’s not lust how well I play. hut how
the team play s."
and hitting the hall."
If Nelson is relief pitching it may
Fernando Viera. who started the
season tor the Spartans at hr.’ base. he to mop up for senior Dan Arwas relieved by Hetherington be- chibald (who Coach Sam Piraro considers the team’s No. 1 starter) or for
cause of a sore shoulder.
Currently SJSU is hitting 27 I is a freshman Donnie Rea. Rea posteam and while the pitching has al- sesses the second lowest ERA
I 59). behind Nelson.
lowed an average of just under five
"I lust want to pitch well.- Rea
runs per game
qv
shims’,
- ’it want to) throw strikes and
said
Behind Hetherington.
Steve Anderson is leading the often- do the hest I can."
Taking up the catching will he sesive attack w ith a 11i4 average
"Right now Ein seeing the hall 11101 1 am Hew M. and juniors Key in
well." Anderson said. "I’m taking Tannahill and John Verniest
"I>an’s doing a good joh. hell he
everything the other way . I got oft
the plate a little hit and I’m seeing starting." Venues’ said. "It it’s a
ilinlhle-header Kek in and I sv ill be
the outside pitches.
Sharing the middle infield with splitting the lob Pirani gave everyAnderson vs ill he sophomore Brad body a shot tor the starting job and
Dan earned it. It I do play. offenMornhinweg
"I’M lust going to try and stay sively I should do well because I
the caliber 01 pitching we’ll
know
said
Alornhinweg
consistent...
"I’m try mg to he a consistent player lase I root last year...
When the players were asked how
on offense and defense...
Senior outfielder Greg Banda is they felt the team will do in conferslated for the designated hitter posi- ence play . most confirmed the need
tion while his arm rehabilitates due for confidence and consistency.
"If we play with confidence
to a tight that occurred during the
pride and w:int. we can heat any irst game of the Reno series
The main thing I’M ci mcerned hi dy Archibald said "Everybody
with right now is getting my ,irni bet- has to play to their ability It’s kind
ter." Banda said "I’m lust starting of hard. we hay e a tough emit creme.
hut I think we’ll do well."
rill %%amsCith:11
to throw V4 Ith
"We base a tough schedule. but
ing to get a chance to drive in some
pitching will ,il’,s,us keep us in
runs and get some hits
The Spartans’ it her owtie tilers are there. Bracken said
Our hming’s sowing around and
and minors John
senior I odd
our pitching is looking pretty good."
Bracken and 1inly I’ sin
"I feel go id going into confer- Banda said "We just haye to go out
and play es ery learn.’’
Bracken said. "I beet
ence play
The general feeling is this year’s
could do better than I have been. just
at the plate mostly I’m seeing the team will do better than last sear’s
"1 think we have a good shin."
hall well: there are a lot of pitches I
Verniest said. "The team has good
should’ve pulled the trigger on.
Bracken is hitting 2(i3 a ith two chemistry out on the 1 ield. "
’’It we play the way we’ve heen
home runs. Eager) who has played
both lett tield and right held is hit - playing the last eight games we’ll be
right up ’there." Anderaem said.
’
tit: 2(14.
"In conterence play 1 hase a biz2, "The top three wants) at least

Attend a free lecture entitled

"Love Without 9-farm
Its Spiritual. Basis
by
Margaret M. Rennie,
C.S.B.
member of the
Christian Science
Board of Lectureship
Friday, April 1, 1988

1:00 p.m.

at

First Church of Christ, Scientist
e Alameda
San Yose, California
1807

Child Care Provided
bwfigillow
%el

All are welcome!
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FOR A GREAT
SELECTION OF:
FRAMES
FUTONS
COVERS
PILLOWS
FEATHERBEDS

4V

Studio Lounger
Tine frame 6" cotton futon
easily converts from a couch,
to a lounger, to a bed.

916 S. Bascom Ave.
San Jose
1408)293-3355
(3 blocks south of Hwy. 280)

I.

Big battle expected for PCAA crown
outfield and two quality Division 1 pitchers
ll Sean Montgomery
So far this season, the Titans have a team halDaily staff writer
It’s not going tithe a cake -walk season for the ting average of .329 with eight of the nine regular starters batting over .300. Catcher Brent
Spartans’ baseball squad.
SIMI kicks off this year’s PCAA season at Maine is currently hitting at a clip of .412 and is
Municipal Stadium on Saturday at 7 p.m. facing in the midst of a 12 -game hitting streak
Fullerton ranks 12th in the Collegiate BaseUCHere’s a look at the teams in the PCAA that ball Poll and 15th in the Baseball America Poll.
UC-Santa Barbara
the Spartans will Nee in upcoming weeks.
Finishing in third place last year was 1.1CIX-Irvine
Santa
Barbara
with a conference record of 12-9.
The Anteaters took second place last year
The Gauchos still he a different team this
with a 13-8 record.
According to Spartan coach Sam Piraro. "At sear. Santa Barbara is changing from a power the end of last season. Irvine was playing the hitting team to a pitching and running team.
The Gauchos will he managed by Al Ferrer
best baseball in the conference. They have several key players hack from a team that won 13 of who is in his eighth season with Santa Barbara.
Piraro had this to say about the Gauchos:
their last 15 games ’Fills team could be a real
"They are one of the fay mites to w in the PCAA
sleeper.UCI will he skippered h!, Mike Gerakos.
title. They’re having a semi -rebuilding year.
Irvine’s pitching staff will he led by Craig They’re not getting the pitching they need, hut
Brink v.:ho posted a 9-4 record for the Anteaters they can put runs on the board."
Tim McKercher will be returning as UCSB’s
last season
Irvine will he tough offensively thanks to re- starting catcher. McKercher hit .344 last seaturning PCAA batting champ Doug Kline, who son. The Gauchos v.-ill have some power from
the first base spot since they acquired junior colhad a .373 average.
lege transfer Craig Middlekauf.
Cal State Fullerton
University of Nevada-Las Vegas
The one team that finished better than !XI
Finishing up last season in fourth place was
was Cal State Fullenon, who compiled a 18-3
UNLV with a record of 11-10.
record to take Iota place in the conference.
UNLV have seven returning players and a
The Titans w ill he piloted by tarry Cochell.
one of two ness PCAA head coaches this sea- number of veteran pitchers. The Rebels base always relied on a powerful Mating lineup and
son.
Leading the Titans’ pitching v.01 he senior this year son’t he different. 1.7NEN will have
Longo Garcia (10-5). currently 6-1 with an 2.76 five .300 plus hitters in as lineup.
Leading UNI.’’s of tensive yy ill he burst leant
ERA. Garcia also has three shutouts this season.
Garcia %%ill he hacked by two All-PCAA in- All-PCAA first baseman Ks’’ in Lot-thus who
fielders
second baseman Mike Ross, who posted a .367 average .\ Iso helping will he
w :is picked for the All-PCAA first team n and led catcher Dave Sturdiy ant i 321) and shortstop
the Fullerton squad with 12 home runs, and Tony Aquino ( .3111
Here’s w hat Pliarii thinks about the Rebels:
shortstop Mark Ratook, a second team AllPCAA choice. Ritrook, a junior, had a .282 av- ’UN1 V is alw ay s a dangerous opponent. They
are capable 01 scoring runs in bunches. The
erage.
Piraro had this to say about Fullerton: "They team alw s plays a th enthusiasm, and theyr
title race. They.
are picked by many to repeat as the conterence will he a factor in the IS’
champions. They will have several key return- have s’apahihit ob putting halls out of the park
ers back from last year’s championship team. and they’ve got some pitching...
Fresno State University
Their new coach has been a w inner at eer
The Bulldogs 19-12) settled tot .1 Wilt place
school he’s coached. They has e an outstanding

finish, but led the conference in team batting
with an average of .319. Fresno State is ranked
13th in the Baseball America Poll and sixth in
the Collegiate Baseball Poll.
Piraro had this to say about Fresno: ’’III was
a betting man I’d have to go with Fresno.
They’re scoring runs like they’re going out of
style and they’re getting the pitching. There biggest asset is their home run production."
The Bulldogs are 26-6 this year and have a
team batting average of .332.
Lance Shebelut is hitting a team high .402
with 13 home runs and 39 RBIs. Shebelut is followed in the hitting category by outfielder Tom
Goodwin who’s hitting .371 and is leading the
nation in stolen bases with 32.
Leading the Bulldogs on the mound are John
Salles who has a record of 7-1) with an ERA of
2.33 and Rich Crane 18-1, 2.57 ERA).
University of Pacific
The Tigers finished up the ’87 season with a
of
7-14.
record
UOP is the other PCAA team that will be
under the direction of a new head coach Keith
Snider,
The Tigers will he a very different team this
year. UOP will have 10 new junior college
transfers in uniform this season
Here’s what Piraro has to say about the Tigers: "They are going to w in their games in the
low -scoring fashion. They recruited very aggressively during the summer. Look for some
new blood to make the Tigers very competitive
in 1988."

Long Beach State

The 49ers finished up last season with a conference record of 6-15 and a last -place finish.
Long Beach will he led on the mound by returners Chad Holmes and Dan Bryan who will
also he helped by some junior college transfers.
Here’s what Piraro has to say about the 49ers:
-The 49ers are just like us. We are mirrors.
Like us they’re a scrappy team. They play hard
hut they really don’t have any stand out playPiraro picks Fresno. Fullerton, Irvine. and
UNLV to finish in the top four spots in the
PC A A .

I
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SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for SJSU student, faculty and staff
organizations. Items may be sub
mined on forms in the Daily office,
Dwight Bente! Hall Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
The deadline for the next day’s
paper is noon.
It /DAV
Army ROTC: Easter Bunny shoot,
9 a.m.-3 p.m., MacQuarrie Hall
basement. For information call Russ
at 924-3280.
Physics Department: Seminar.
Helen Gourley on Careers in Optics.
1 p.m., Science Building Room 258.
For information call 924-5213 or
924-5260.
Re-entry Advisory: Drop-in support group, 2-3:30 p.m.. S.U. Pacheco Room. For information 9245930.
Amnesty international: Meeting, 7
p.m., Art Building Room 139. For
information call 277-8225.
Kendo Club: Japanese sword fighting, 7:30-9 p.m.. SPX 209.
International Center: An Easter
Special- the film "Jesus" will be
shown, 7 p.m., International Center.
For information call 294-1753.
Campus Ministry: Road Less Traveled group, 7-9 p.m.. Chapel on the
corner of 10th and San Carlos. For
information call 298-0204.

WHAPP1’,4

Berke Breathed

ME A1IE41

WAN
1WIWI-RtifiCEP
Sociology 80: Forum on AlcoholFRIDAY
CAW" SICK
MI 010,1W
ism, 1:30-3 p.m., S.U. Costanoan
MX
")4(
Room. For information call 247- Chinese Engineering Student AsWire/1W HIM
sociation: Easter Dance Party, 9
4176.
A MAE ’
p.m. I a.m.. S.U. Ballroom.
Department of Math and Computer Science: Colloquium, "Lin- A.S. Leisure Services: Sign-ups for
ear Algebra Meets Number Theory: fitness classes, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.,
A Mathematical Romance.", 4 A . S. Business Office. For informap.m., Duncan Hall Room 416. For tion call 924-5961.
information call 924-5120.
Beethoven Center: The Trio of SATURDAY
Amsterdam, 8:15 p.m.. Music F antasy and Strategy Club: -Open
Building. Concert Hall. For infor- (,iaming Room,- II a.m.-5 p.m.,
mation call 924-4673.
Business Classroom, Room 100.AII Isaac Newt
_
A.S. Leisure Services: Sign-up for games are encouraged.
r
BECAUSE FT
fitness classes from 8:30 a.m. to Pre-Medical Student’s AssociaYOU CANT 1
Rut,’ FOR
4:30 p.m. at the A.S. Business Of- tion: MCAT Diagnostic Test, 9
WHY
TOTIN
-MISS Mew)
fice. For information call 924-5961.
am. -noon, Duncan Hall, Room
ThEN MISS MINTY
ANYWAY.
135.
Career Planning and Placement:
AND -MEN YOU
"What Can I Do With an MBA" Pre-Law
Practice
Associaton:
GAN RUN R:IR
--V
seminar. 3:30 p.m., S.U. Umunhum LSAT and Law School Preparation,
MISS AMER iCA .
Room. For information call 924- 9 a.m.-12:30 p.m., Hugh Gillis
6033.
Hall.
Art Department: Russian artists,
’It NI 01
Komar and Melamid will lecture at
3:30 p.m., University Theatre, Hugh Newman Center: Worship, 6:30.
Gillis Hall.
and 8 p.m., Chapel of ReconciliaChristian Science Organization: tion.
Campus
Ministry: Dumbar Pig
Testimony meeting at 3:30 p.m., Lutheran
Worship, 10:45 a.m., Chapel of
S.U. Pacheco Room.
Reconciliation.
rI’M KIDDING. OF
ASLS intramurals: Sign-ups for
(HOW DO ’/I’m A BIT
YEAH
’RE
SCARED,
IT’S NOT COURSE! THE U.S. , YOU FEEL
Intramural Softball from 8 a.m.-5 Ohana of Hawaii: Second Annual
ABOUT A BUT ID
HAS GIVEN ME .<
? AalJUStTvwAs
p.m., Student Activities and Serv- Picnic, 10 a.m.-6 p.m., Lake CunTHE
RATHER
SO
SO
MUCH
I
ices Office. For information call ningham Park. For information call
I-IONWRAS BE A
DECIDED TO GIVE
251-4667.
924-5956
SITUATICN-3 PATCOOT
SOMETHING BACK.
THAN A
CRAZY
DEMCNSIRATCP

;3‘,,’’,.;Ir

Nur?

--V---’

.

4, t

...-.vt, , 0).!--;’
),.... .

iji.i

..,...... ...,

Sheila Neal
siVRE NOT I
EVEN
htIss AQUARiur:)
YET

_

Angelo Lopez
THERE’S ANTOINE,,..)
IF
I ’THINK I’LL Sky
’HMG

Classified

ANNOUNCEMENTS
HAIR

MODELS for advanced tech
class
MondayThursday-FrIday
SAM Call for spat 279-9694

NEED

MEDICAL INSURANCE? We
haw plans with quality cows’.
at affordable prices Call Man Felice. Washington National In.,

FEDERAL, STATE & CIVIL SERVICE
job. 519.648 to $69.891 yr Now
h iring, Call JOB LINE 1.519-454
3611 not F404 tor info A federal
list 24HR
FILLMORE FINGERS-the concessions
company for SHORELINE AMPHI-

ance. 1409) 943-9190 for a no obil.

THEATRE & SPARTAN STADIUM
I. now hiring energetic & moti-

lotion quota

vated people! Call (415)967-4911

PRIVATE ADOPTION, whore lo begin?
Information for coupea and singles wishing In adopt

Pregnant

moth.. -you

have
a
choke
Plea. call (4011) 338-9253.
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now. Save your 1.11. eyes
and money too For Information
end brochure se. A S
caN (408) 3714811

office or

WE DON’T HAVE THE ANSWERS, but
that’s OK We are a church corn.
munity that yaws the individual
wench for on.. own truth The
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH of
San Jose offers creative servic.,
stimulating discussion. & oppor
tunales for social action We are
local. at ISO N 31d St Join us
Sundays alit 00 or call 292-3859

AUTOMOTIVE
113 SUZUKI GS450E ex cond only 46
nil. new lire., red sporty & .ononilcal, $5400. Call 293-0757
77 DODGE

MONACO. clean. good
Condition. $000 Call for details
246-7479 leave message

711 CHEVY NOVA" Good condition.
$1200 or best offer Call 7324439
’71 CAMARO excellent condition too
many at,.. 10 list. 52950 ho Call
268-1018 after 6 PM
’11173 MERCURY COMET autoinalkac
In. Int. 6 cyl PS PB rune great.
$700 Call (415)651.7765

5545F000SERVERS. COOKS. HOSTESS. CASHIERS, and busboys
Marie
Calendars
is
always
looking for new
enthusiastic
worlrefs to loin our team Apply at
2831 Werldlen An.. or call 2557130 tor appointment
FOOD SERVER NEEDED for busy new
downtown restaurant Apply at
MOS Second St - 297-0607
FOOD

SERVICE
PERSONNEL
wanted!. Catering by Cant is
sinking PT employee
ree
schedule Exp preferred but not
required Pawn call 867-2700

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS" Intl businesses and knee.
tors seek foreign netionals with
first hand knowledge of aronomec business. scientific. and
walked conditions In home coon try tor consulting aseiseante For
Info, wend resume to ICS Int
700 St Marys PI Suite 1400, San
Antonio To 78205 or cell 1800)
828-2828 Fel 858
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL
ARS" Intl businesses and lovastors selk foreign nationals with
hand knowledge of .onornic. business. scientific. and
first

political conditions In home
try for consulting sealed... For
Into, send resume lo BCS Int 1
700 St Merys PI Suds 1400. San
Antonio. Tx. 78205 or cell MOO)
642-5254

COMPUTERS
PC-COM

PC.COM

PC-COM""

IB

M AT ST compatIbns and acne.
Pones Located at 2515 S King
Road Call 236-1039 Special air
Oil foe SJSU OVOID

FOR SALE
MONO MONITOR & BD.575,MS-wrd
31
575 MS Gawk 525.11r01r
says pee HP41 $30(415)3656399
PORTABLE
BROTHER,

TYPEWRITER
menualy

opera.
$5096 includes replecement
bon Wain greet Call Blast 3749520. leave message
THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP Is
a unique booketore. specializing
In book. on hIstOry, current
*vent*. labor

Black Amencens.
Asian-Arnericans,

Chicanos
women, Mareisrn
Written by
Blocks. Chicanos. Asians. labor
.11vIsn. elersIstili We also have.

In English. Soviet texts In the
cad sciences You won’t find our
bootie. posters and records In
afarr stores in the relay in redde
Ikon we hese action and chg.
droll s books

Located at 950 S
First SI , San Jo. (3 Wks south of
MO) Call 294-2930 for hours

’67 KAWASAKI 550 JET ski, mint con
WW1 or trade for sports car any
condition considered Call 2922940
’43 JET SKI KAWASAKI 550 with troller 11 many extras Call Bryan It
2405604

HELP WANTED
ACCOUNT EXEC type person needed
lo find client. for freelance copy
writer

Work on commission
bean Great opportunity for proNational outgoing person Ciffl
964-6235
OPPORTUNITY will 3r4
largest Inteirons cOrneany We
need rellebn, .table people Inter
soled in owning their own bine

CAREER

noes We provIde sales & man.
apemen’ training
guarsint.d
Income wean queened Cell Dead
Zech. or Dick Adorn sr 371
4663
COUNSEl OR -GROUP HOME lot eaastk children Vareed hours Cell
61-F, 377-9412’377.1414
WRITER to write short
N W No 10 needed. but Cleric
Cal Carl at 797altitude rennet
2960 days. 893-1180.3w.

CREATIVE

DOWNTOWN REAL ESTATE OFFICE
fl
SJSU needs receptions! to
Nark MWF 9-5 Good but not fast
typInti ne.fed Protesslonal at
4144141mes Good pay & study
Ems Call Ray ca Sure at 798.5522
EXCELLENT CASH MONEY Horne as.
ea/nay work Electronics. WY
eery Start your own buInese
Cal (refund...1 I 305-744.34418
Est W-389, 249RS

WORK. We hrs
non
Typing 60 WPM
smoker Call Kern id 435-0997

GENERAL
20 sok

ENERGETIC"

INTELLIGENT?

OUT.

GOING’ Do these damn). you?
If so. then talk to us about starting
career
at else top, Peak pet. In
experience
Call.
enhancing

Jefferson Up to 520 hr stun
eves Downt S J great eau.’ Call
Ray at 917-7170 Help make his

Frame and lens. from 1371 Dr
Christopher Cabrera 00 weeny
and 1.1 service at extremely low

tory

price Complete eye warn InCludIng glaucoma check, complete
contact leo. .rvece tor tamely

TELEPHONE OUTREACH POSITIONS
at the SJSU annual kind Does not
Involve sales. or appointment eel’
1109 We provide paid training.
flexible hrs. valuable ...Hence
Call Mitch 924-1129
TIE UP THOSE loose lends! Earn extra
IS es inventory counters. Ira pull.
ars. or stock clerks on short term
assignment* ROWE Cell us el
Tailored Inventory 749-0240 Mon.
day through Friday
TRAINING SPECIALIST

Dlr., care
staff need.1 for residentlei 1.111.
lies for adolescents and young
*Oats win autism A related War
battles Ft PT positions a/fellable
elway wwkday mornings
ternoons. weekends & overnight
shifts 56-5725 hr Call for apple.
cations& information 374-6224

OVERNIGHT RES STAFF NEEDED tor
eaokrecierel girls home
Excel
eels Contact 559-1503
PART-TIME Clill DC ARE POSITIONS
avaelaba immediately 55-46 hr.
Northern California Nannies 1415)
.92933
PART-TIME, FULI

TIME JOBS ayallabie1 Newer fee Call BEST Temporary Sank.. 984-1340 for deTypists,
tails
secretaries.
recepeioneste

leborers

file

cnrks
PERM PART TIME, 55151., SC SW.
31 32 firs Sun-Thur. aft SPIA
Cell Fn. Pauline 263-5911
RED EYE le ’wiling for assistant manager. lull three & part time in our
local stores We’ll work wound
.0 hoof schedules but must have 2
mornings wek opening avail *belay
non-smokers interested
cell at 446.5636
SAL ES PT Ft financial wryer.. E cell., opportunity Send resume
to PO Box 53347, S J 95153

lo start Outdoor
sales Lawn aeration and leathers
lion serape Start ails Saturday
CaN Green Thumb Lawn SenkeSunnyvale et 732-4443

proces servers Wa will train
Apply In person Mon-Fre SAM4Ptil 240 Moral. Aye S J 786’
56410
SECURITY RECEPTION all slats a ot
4656 in to Merl Full bowels. no
...nonce needed Apply VANGUARD SECURITY. 3212 Scott
Blvd benne. Caeca & San To’0055.01. Clare Cell 727-9793
SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK open.
n se Vann Oman Tuba Maslen
Rower.. 2 yrs aiwerlerwe in
stow ship rec or squtv plus
ability to IM 501.5. Perk 1111 cern/lest.

and

Caftan. driver. NCali

oon. Most be U S cluzeo
415-4971800. wit 445

TEACHERS PRESCHOOl 1 Extended
day 12-6 PM dolly Most h. ECE
units. wort pey benefits
CeN
TODAY 7279300
TELEMARKETING" Appointment wt
Ong Port limo 0200 WE POSSIBLE DAILY CASH Waking dn.
tame horn ciernpu Afternoon
evening shifts vailable Good
yoke A ...NON Call Jerry et
998-4525
TELEMARKET.
CERTS

CANVASS.
CONFUN. Won for Thorn.

now". 405 E

Sane. Clare St at
9th, call 995-0488 We speak Vial.
names.. Spanish & Chinese
FREE TRIAL PERIOD on Volts Line
The new rnethocl to communicate
etectronically to friends & customers
The system is user
friendly. cal 993-7320 TODAY

PART TIME" Inswealter
Writer" We re looking for a ni-

*need person with dernonntrated
creative writing skills 10 assisl In
creating our Off neon newslener
Qualified candidate* fowl have
e xcellent communecation and I
teryknang skills to work with all
levels of management Previa.
newsletter wreeing .parlence a
plus’
interested
candidates
Should send resume writing sampies and salary requirements to
Varian MIcrovreve Equipment Derision, 3200 Petrick Honor Dr
95054
Ann
Santa Clare Ca
Newsletter Staff We are an equal
opportunity employer

AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM, I BATH"
Carport, wen lo cempus no pets.
5595 on Csil 224-3939 286-8840
Liceowed agent

Math

problern

1415) 796-8497

RESEARCH

.,’
4’ef"’

ROOM FOR RENT I 2 block hen SJSU
Ktchn prey, prefer serious make
skint 12250.0 Nonsmier.297 767
9
lot rene nr campus
security deposit Car-

5550 mo
port wielk to Campus. 279-8075

PERSONALS
UNCOW!"
WANTED HAIR owner. fonver
335 S Daywowl
Confidential
Ave San Jose. call 247.7488 for

ELECTROLYSIS

AFTER THE IRAN -CONTRA AFFAIR

@LOOP!

s sh

SECURITY ADVISER, METHODicALLy DELETED FROM MsTE HOUSE

NATIONAL

’

PRESIDENTS
YEAR BOOK

log, Catalog Berkeley 14151541

111154
C.4
xwer
ceenff

THE 1410LE ENTRY’

FROPTED . 20148 91 POINDEXTER THE

SERVICES

’’’’
C.O.

(Ti
sum eriEl HM S DIE

70H, GOLLY ONN

%ORONO BUTTON AID
ACCIDENTALLY ERASED

5,’,WaLHINGTON

Academic thesis
assistance
All sulpects Qualified warn Resumes Re- wrIt

COMPUTER FILES ALL MESSAGES
THAT
OR RECEwED,

tra tome

_.17

PRosECuToRS CHAR6ED 09 AN
INAETW_NT MODE PUB L IC rESTERDRI"

- 1988 -

5036

Fou,

YOUR

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHED
high quality,
by
professional
budget price free information
Call 371-7987 ask tor SJSU dle
count

TYPING
AAAAAA

YOU FINALLY FOUND Ilan wiperanced, effordable*. professional typist’ Al 90 words
minute. I can make all your papers
look and BE their best in no time
at all. linv rates Student dis
count
PU & delivery
Avail
wknds and evenings

Call Linda

280-5161
ACHIEVEMENT

anteed Thanks
A A 1 SECRETARY

with computer
Clo.a to school Available night
and day Rush 101311 sr* my speciality
Call Porn al (408) 2255025 225-9009

Academic
Free prow-

’Slang our specialty
ling dna *forage
Reasonable
We.. lea dependable Q111171111/11 W. college grads So call us
with papers reports mown H.

DO YOURSELF A FAVOR’ lake advantage of our expertise Top wreterlel service for all your WORD
processing needs Gresphic.
ran
manu.ripts
reports

pecially science) etc at 251-0449
ACADEMIC

TYPING WORD PROCE
Thetis work
speamity 9 annence counts, Gnkep

grammar
PS Laser

RESSING

papers welcome Standard & on
cm/cassette trenscription
Free
ask storage end generous STUDENT DISCOUNT 17 years wed.risme Call Chryelai at 923.61

horn ywr disk Special discount

ENTERPRISE

WORD PROCESSING
Thesis specnliels Also Non wipers manuscripts. .reenplays,
resumes repeater, letters Inn-

.ription Free SPELCHEK copy
edit di. storage Quick turnaround Sent& Clara CN 246

APA FORMAT tram pew awes wet corned 10 years typing "ford pro-

/SPA former term papers. theses
resumes & cover letters I look
forward to serving your typing
need. the. ...ter Hay rates
30 ni
SOOpm
- Jane 2515942
ABSTRACT WERE NOT -Niter quality

instructor
propect
welcome
Quality guarant.d On campus
pickup delivery Call 1406) 274-

pers, group proiects. theses. etc
Professional word processi09.
free desk enrage Quick return, ail
work guaranteed

Castrate trim.ription
avellabie
Almaden
BranWrn area 7 days week Cell
264 4504

Specializing in word perlect and
word Call Pi) al 923-2309
EDITORIAL SERVICE Typing
writing aselstance editing typing
Laser
CI reports thews etc
printer Affordet.e accurate depend.. Only 12 minutes from

LUCID

campus Peckup available SaNy si
251-4665
NEED HELP," Cell S 0 S ". F nen
enc., pronseional tTAing wry.
Ice for Wm papers group projects, and en. reports FlOgUrf.S
and cover letters Free spelling
Letter paean, p.a.&
check

3684 Ileave Omcaagal
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for you.
academic. busiwss. legal word
proc.sIng needs Term papers
reports resumes letters, group
prone’s. manuals etieses. etc All

.Polnernent)
4942

LASERJET OUTPUT Veers of experience **Wog SJSU faculty and
students AN won guanine.

WORDPROC ESSING
Tenn papran 51 75 p dist op and

CALL LINDA TODAY" Avoid the rush,
Reserve now for your teem pa-

112 50 hr Reg 5’8 00 hr Hours
8 30-5 P91 lafternoon hours by

seowl. gad, & dependable worry
free service al its best oath AFFORDABLE RATES. cell PAM et

TYPIST" Reasonaba r toil
Call Era at 251-62115 or 272-5033
Will pickup and deliver

EVERGREEN

proofed Smell business letters.
moiling lists. flyers. newsletters

esperience No lob too large or
too
small
Rale
%Wont

tuation gramme. assistance All
WOOS guaranteed For that proles-

G000

5825

Ten.

academic formats & *PA Free
disk enrage. SPE L CHEK punc-

247.26111 ISanta Cara) STUDENT
& FACULTY DISCOUNTS!

and spell checking,
printing. or prating

for faculty and students Call
PrInry s WORDWORKS al 14001
253-WORD or 253 -WORK

ACCURATE AND DEPENDABLE typist
looking for work tad or graph.
Ice CO Wendy al 7426891

cessing elperkence Leiter Nighty
printing Very competitive net.
di.ount Wes
Student. repave

re-

sumes. herrn paper. theses We
also prov0a disk storage editing,

ID Access Data -281-4982 ask for

ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE ACC094PL ISMED Typist Specializing in
all .sdernIc typing. including

3 La et

Classified
accuracy guarenteed

II 50 per page double spaced
seven days weekly
Quick turneround Al work guar.

drkrm 166-70040, 379-9006

I CANDID SHOTS . 810.

TENTH TIME. I HIT THE

.

Ghostwriting

aganl
TO SHARE 2600 sq ft
house Campbell erg BR own bib
? soil rm. $425
I 30111
5200
deposal Access to computer &

Poindexter

Erased Computer Notes

THE

ACCOUNTABILITY
ACKNOWLEDGEABLE in typing Mars tops
Tryst TONY 2962087 Thanks

2 BORN apt

Probers Say
’

provides e wide variety of music
lor your wedding party or dance
at reasonable rates Call Desiree

WRITING.

Wanda Folk

Laugh Lines

PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Desire. WOW. formeny of KS4S
You on doe the party. we ye got
the music, Michel Productlons

1 bedroom. I
NW off street perking, 1475 Cal
224-3535286.9440
licensed

FEMALE

TIME’S
UP/

solved. tutoring by phone at any
Ifiva Sessions 1 4 lo 1 hour Call

AAAA-ACCURAC Y

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Elf

Keep in touch drng Spring Brook
MATH-PHONE

or Pfeil at 2462820 or 922-7359

WRITER"

Michael Sherman
P7OIIAISf
Tr 1)6E5v
/El rtE RUED *AR
QUESTIal j REPW046IlIl OST one -Fte500 ’TREK
it IRIS 15 A i0 tilt401E- " /HE &OWE WIZ .
9RO6eAm AND WE’ %IE
GOT A (Or OF WORE
Tim( caz Sftert-i <
074 4 IOT rF 1105
REASe 8 PIfF.
;Vow, War% ,
’bag wietr:

comed SJSU students & staff always have to’.. off Call for appt

with qualty photos for less" Bud.
get and Where packages from
5299 You keep the negatives Call
Cherie at 274-8099

WEEKENDS-111hr

Skibblefritz

Insurance
warmly wel-

VAC EOPMT OPRS on swing
?
greveyard & weekend slat

Competitive rates 735-8845 (Steel
Sunnyvale
PROFESSIONAL
CESSING"

WORD

PRO-

12 wan secretarial

RESUMES
area

Cali Anna at 972

Tr..]
I service

WRITING Bey
43 yew xpo

Core.,
Consultation*
Wow
Semeners Al fob weds Core.
Center. 243-4070
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE"!’ Prolesbusiness servsionel typing
ices Fest. ressoneble. A neer V.
Lonesomely CW1262-4047
TERM PAPERS BY MAIL?? We We
NW ’Wu WIN A
your draft alt
get down Law outpa 4 bp.
proofed Cal Dina Pobe al 9453941 977-7994 beeper
REASONABLE

RATES"!

PATTe el 14011
Santa Clara one

2450633

TYPING"
Call

REPORTS_ leews, meanas manuocrIpts. noel

WORDPROCESSANG

Editing avallabla new loto degne. Reesoneble Mee Call 57$1321
CANINNAN
PROCESSING,
WORD
AREA" 15 yrs aspartame Cheep
and hest’ 51 25 per page amble

si 75 P. Mg. HMO
space Call 079-9254

spaced

eppolnionnt

=Men

WOULD LIKE 10 1104 WOMAN to awe
I." hnefffcPPed man tor corn.
ponlonshlp For lot call Brien al
298-2300
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Report
From page I
vided at the beginning of the project.
Shields attributes a majority of the
delay and cost overruns to the poor
drawings at the beginning and
throughout the construction of the
project .
"We have received four entire
contract plans. This is unheard of.
We received plans that were unconstructable," he said.
Also included in the report is a
discussion of the waterproofing of
the concrete slab underneath the
arena floor. The report states that
Roebbelen
waterinadequately
proofed the floor and questions
existed %holier or not the floor
would leak.
"I’m alarmed if sonic of these
statements are true. The last thing
we want is water in the racquetball
courts I hope it is not true," Student
Union Director Ron Barrett said.
Shields said the slab is waterproof
and Roehhelen is offering a five-year

guarantee to hack up their work.
That basement will never leak."
Shields said.
The waterproofing of the slab and
other issues posed by the PMA report will have to be researched further. Barrett said. A number of the
costly change orders have not been
signed off yet. and require further investigation.
By inference, fingers can be
pointed at responsible parties, said
Barrett about the report.
"It would he unwise for me to sit
and blame anyone. I have to work
with these guys every day," Barrett
said.
For the most part. Shields has felt
that PMA has been helpful in managing the project.
The PMA report concluded the
first phase of the contract management firm The report said Roebbelen Construction is in cooperation
with PMA in the next phase of management: seeing that costs of change
orders are kept down and that the
project is completed as quickly and
efficiently as possible.

List: Too many errors
From page I
buildings.
The engineering department has
admitted to the existence of mistakes
in the listing of phone numbers for
some of its faculty members. The
administration and higher education.
for example. has the names of some
faculty members omitted.
Responded, no action
A secretary from the department
of higher education, who preferred
to remain anonymous, charged that
her office promptly responded to
corrections that were needed by the
publishers of the directory. But to
her dismay. the very corrections that
were made never appeared in this
latest edition of the directory.
At the anthropology department.
Professor Freeman is listed as the
chairman, while in fact he is not.
William Reckmeyer is the chairman.
according to sources placed there.
Freeman is also listed for the main
office of the department in Business
Tower 257, which is also wrong.
The phone number for the main office. 924-5715 should have been
924-5710. according to sources. The
department secretary is also not
listed.
At the department of journalism
and mass communications, similar
errors exist with the names of professors, misspelling of names and association of wrong phone and room
numbers with some faculty and staff.
Bookstore in cafeteria?
When the bookstore was called at
924-1900, ashy voice was heard
from the other end, which turned ow
to be the Administration Building
The bookstore is located somewhere
in the cafeteria ICAF). according 10
the directory, which should ha%e
been the Student Union. The correct
number for the bookstore is 924
1800. according to authorities there
They were taken by surprise when
this error was pointed out.
Take the English department as
another example. where several
phone numbers were wrongly listed.
Lecturer Bonito Cox has his number
listed as 924-4434 when it should
have been 924-4433: and Theodore
Bogdanos. whose number should
have been 924-4623 was listed as
924-4506. According to sources
there. Room 221 was assigned to the

lecturer instead of 232.
Commenting further on these revelations. Vigil said that the new directory is based on data base made
available last May and June by a
subcontractor. He said that corrections were made last September and
corrections on data entry were completed last January.
Who’s responsible?
Thereafter, the list was presented
to and reviewed by the dean of student services, the academic vice
president and the executive vice
president. Vigil said he received replies from these officials late February and went to press until the
material came out last week.
It is the sheer responsibility of the
entire university, Vigil said, referring to the errors in the directory.
But he also blamed the contractor for
had data base entry. They are trying
to correct the mistakes as soon as
they receive corrections from faculty
members and departments.

’Each auxilliary organization involved
should have an attorney.’
John Hillyard,
CSU vice chancellor
not ruled out the possibility.
Tom Boothe, A.S. director of
California state affairs, thinks the
possibility of litigation does exist.
"Everyone concerned has retained counsel that makes litigation a distinct possibilty but it does
not guarantee that it will occur," he
said.
McLennan echoed Boothe’s comments.
"Right now there seems to be an
open-door policy, meaning we are
able to get the information and answers we need," McLennan said.
But if it gets to the point that our
concerns stop being addressed then
the possiblity of litigation becomes a
reality," he added.
Fulton has experience represent-

ing SJSU in legal issues.
In 1973 the A.S. Board of Directors went to court against the CSU
Board of Trustees regarding the
funding of athletic grants on campus.
The A.S. contended that the responsibility for funding grants to
cover the expenses of scholarship
athletes on campus should not be
theirs and therefore the A.S. should
not have to include such funding in
its budget.
The A.S. then submitted a budget
to then -University President John
Bunzel, with a complete elimination
of funding for that program.
Bunzel refused to approve the
budget contending that the A.S. had
funded the grant program for 10

years and should reduce the funding
gradually, so he would be able to
find alternate funding.
The A.S. disagreed with the president and took the case to court.
The California State Court of Appeals ruled in 1976 that the A.S. was
required to continue funding for the
next four years. gradually reducing
the funding to nothing by the fourth
year.
McLennan feels that Fulton is
very qualified to represent the students.
"I think he does understand A.S.
and is very knowledgeable about the
system," he said.
Consulting Fulton is going to be
expensive. For his legal services
Fulton charges $150 dollars an hour.
To date, he has not charged the A.S.
for his services.
"So far (Fulton) has not filed any
documents: he has just consulted
over the phone and met with an A.S.
committee to discuss the issues,"
McLennan said.
Fulton was unavailable for comment.

In This House... If You’ve Seen One Ghost...
You Havent Seen Them All.
Michael Keaton is

The Name In Laughter From The Hereafter

soldiers
might return soon

WASHINGTON (AP)
The
3,100 U.S. troops dispatched to
Honduras as a warning to neighboring Nicaragua are expected to return
home next Monday and Tuesday,
Pentagon officials said today.
The officials, who insisted on anonymity, described the withdrawal
schedule as still tentative and subject
IA.! ’,limit,. ..11.tiwc..
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From page /
ees Office, the architect, and the
school administration," he said.
"We needed it, too."
Any action taken by the A.S
would he directed against the CSU
Board of Trustees and the Chancellor’s Office, who are the managers
i)f the Rec Center project.
John Hillyard, CSU vice chancellor. thinks the A.S. should enlist
help in the matter.
"Each auxiliary organization involved should have an attorney."
Hillyard said.
Although Hillyard believes that
the school should have representation he doesn’t leel that the A.S. has
a strong case.
In fact, Hillyard said that litigation may not help the A.S. in their
relationship with the Chancellor’s
Office.
"If (the A.S.) were to take action.
that wouldn’t do anything for our
relationship," Hillyard said.
There are no plans to take the possible student fee increase to court,
although members of the A.S. have

U.S.
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The

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
Pre -Law Association
and
BarBri Professional Testing Centers
Present:

A Free
School Preparation Seminar
and A Practice
Law School Admissions Test

Law

’The Geffen Cotnparry presents a Tim Bodo,’ film -Beetlejlik,eAlec Baldwin Geena 1)iiN is Jeffrey Jones Catherine (II lara Iiin01111 Ryler
and \helmet Keaton as Beetleiniee music by Diumy 13 limn
Michael McDowiI & Larry Wilson ietipii k \helmet klel)ossell and %wren Skaaren
produced by Michad Bender tarry Wilson aid liteharil Hashimoto direeted li Tim Burton

SATURDAY, MARCH 26, 9:30-12:30
HUGH GILLIS HALL, ROOM 231

*************
Pre -registration is strongly encouraged
To reserve a seat, call collect:
*

0\

(415) 441-0654

Coffee and Donuts will be available
***************
$100 Scholarship will be awarded for
the BARBRI LSAT REVIEW COURSE.
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